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ABSTRACT 
The Fisher equation with inhomogeneous forcing is considered in this work. First, 
a forced Fisher equation and boundary conditions are derived. Then, the existence 
of a local and global solution for the forced equation with a homogeneous Dirichlet 
condition is proved and the results are generalized to the case of less regular forces. 
Semi-discrete finite element approximations, semi-discrete approximations in the time 
variable, and fully discrete approximations are studied under certain minimal regularity 
assumptions. Numerical experiments are carried out and computational results are 
presented. An optimal distributed control problem related to the forced Fisher equation 
is also considered, the optimality system is derived, and numerical approximations of 
the optimality system are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction 
1.1 Unforced Fisher's equation and selection-migration 
models 
A natural problem in population genetics theory is to understand the diversity of 
genetic types so widely observed in nature. The kinds of diversity may be spatial only 
or may be spatial and time-dependent. Frequencies of types of genes (alleles) at a given 
gene locus often vary significantly with time and geographic location within the habitat 
of the species in question. Therefore a large number of studies have been made of the 
statics and dynamics of gene frequencies in a population subject to selection pressure 
and whose individuals may migrate geographically. 
1.1.1 Unforced Fisher's equation in one-dimensional and multidimensional 
spaces 
In the case of deterministic models with space and time continuous, and selection 
restricted to a single locus with two alleles, the problem may sometimes be reduced to 
a single nonlinear diffusion equation. The classic and simplest case of the nonlinear 
diffusion equation is the so-called unforced Fisher's equation in one dimension 
ut — uxx — Au(l - u) = 0 in (0, T) x (0,1), (1.1) 
which provides a simple model for gene selection-migration, with u denoting the fre­
quency of an advantageous gene and the constant A measuring the intensity of selection 
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(see. e.g.. Fisher [15]). This equation gives a deterministic approximation to a model for 
the spread of an advantageous gene in a population (see Fisher [15]). It is also referred to 
as the KPP equation after the pioneering paper of Kolmogorov, Petrovsky. and Piskunov 
(Kolmogorov et al. [30]) concerning traveling wave fronts. 
More generally, one can consider the semi-linear diffusion equation 
It is obvious that in R1. when f ( u )  —  Au(l — u ) ,  (1.2) becomes the unforced Fisher's 
equation (1.1). 
1.1.2 Brief summary of the background from population genetics 
A brief summary of the related background from population genetics can be found in 
[4. 5]. Suppose we consider a population of diploid individuals distributed, for example, 
on a one-dimensional or planar habitat. Suppose that the gene at a specific locus in a 
specific chromosome pair occurs in two forms, called alleles, which are denoted by a and 
A. Then the population is divided into three classes or genotypes. The individuals in 
two of these classes, called homozygotes, have genotypes aa or AA, depending on the 
alleles they carry. The individuals in the third class, called heterozygotes, have genotype 
Aa. Assume that the population mates at random, thereby producing offspring with a 
birth rate r. and that the population diffuses through the habitat with diffusion constant 
equal to one. Moreover, assume that the death rate depends only on the genotype with 
respect to the alleles a and A. and denote the death rates of the genotypes aa, Aa and 
^ = A u  +  f { u ) .  (1.2) 
" ^  QÏ 
where A = ^ is the Laplace operator in R" and the function f ( u )  satisfies 
J = L J 
/:[0,l]-[0,oo), /€C'([0.1]); 
/(0) = /( 1 ) = 0. f(u) > 0 in (0,1); 
f(0) > o. /'(I) < 0. 
(1.3) 
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AA by Tj, r2. and r3, respectively. Generally, these death rates will be slightly different, 
so that some genotypes are more viable than others. 
Let the densities of the genotypes aa. Aa and AA at the point x of the habitat at 
time t be denoted by pi(x. t). p2(x, t). and p3(x. t). respectively. Let the relative density 
of the allele A at the point x of the habitat at time t be denoted by tz(x, i), which is 
defined by 
=  P 3 ( x , t )  +  ?P2 ( x, Q  
pl(x. t) +  p 2 ( x .  t )  - f  p 3 ( x .  t )  '  
In Aronson and Weinberger [4], it is shown that under the assumptions stated above, 
if the derivatives of the densities of the various genotypes are initially small, the birth 
rate r is very large, and the quantity 
e = |7"i — r21 + jT1 — r21 4- |T2 — r3| 
is very small, then for times which are small relative to e~\ the relative density u(x, t) 
can be expected to be close to the solution of the equation (1.2) with the same initial 
values and with 
/(•«) = %(1 - %)[(n - To)(l - u) - (t3 - r2)u], (1.4) 
The use of (1.2) with / given by (1.4) in this context was first suggested by Fisher [15] 
on the basis of a heuristic argument; other heuristic derivations are given in Kolmogorov 
et al. [30]. In general, the equation (1.2) should be regarded as a highly idealized and 
simplified model of some qualitative features of the genetic process rather than as a 
strict quantitative model. 
Regardless of the values of the parameters rt. i  = 1,2,3, the function f ( u )  given by 
(1.4) has the properties 
/ € Cl[0.1], /(0) = /(l)=0. (1.5) 
Since one can always interchange the labels of a and A (and hence the values of and 
T3), there is no loss of generality in assuming that > r3, namely, in assuming that AA 
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is at least viable as aa. Hence depending on the relative values of r„ there are three 
cases, and the case considered in the classical studies of Fisher [15] and Kolmogorov 
et al. [30] is just one of them, which is called heterozygote intermediate case and in this 
case, the function f(u) has properties 
/'(0)>0. f ( u ) >  0 in (0.1). (1.6) 
For choices of function / in other cases and for related models and applications in certain 
flame propagation in chemical reactor theory, see Aronson and Weinberger [4] and Fife 
[14]. 
1.1.3 Some other selection-migration models 
Fleming [17] considered the model with two alleles. Ai and A2, for the population 
living in a bounded habitat Q in n-dimensional space (n = 1.2, or 3). Let u(x, t) denote 
the frequency of allele A\ at time t and place x in Q. then u is assumed to obey the 
partial differential equation 
^ = ^Aî/ + S(x)/(U). (1.7) 
with 
f ( u )  =  u (  1 - u)[/i(l — u) + (1 - h ) u ] (1.8) 
for some constant h. 0 < h < 1. The term —Au in (1.7) represents the effect of 
population dispersal, with m the mean square dispersal distance per unit time. The 
term s(x)f(u) represents the effect of natural selection, where the fitness coefficients of 
the genotypes A\A2 and A2A2 relative to AiA, are respectively 1 - hs[x) and 1 — s(x). 
If s is a constant, and h = the (1.7) becomes the unforced Fisher's equation. 
An essential feature for this model is that s(x) varies, namely, s(x) takes both positive 
and negative values on the habitat. Therefore a selective advantage at some points of 
the habitat becomes a disadvantage at others. This kind of modification of the unforced 
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Fisher's equation was first considered by Haldane [23], who studied a one-dimensional 
version of (1.7) for the analytical study of clines (spatially-varying time-independent 
distributions) in a continuous habitat. He took s(x) to be a Heaviside function with 
discontinuity at x — 0 so that the direction of selection changes abruptly at x = 0. 
Fisher [16] considered the linear spatial dependence of the selection parameters in one-
dimensional space by taking s(x) = sx and investigating the resulting cline solution to 
(1.7). His model represents a smooth variation in environmental factors, as opposed to 
Haldane's abrupt change. For other modifications of the unforced Fisher's equation, for 
models which allow the dispersal and selection characteristics to depend on space and 
time, and for further mathematical analysis relating to clines for generaUzed unforced 
Fisher's equations, see Fife [14. chapter 2] and the references therein. 
1.2 Literature review on the mathematical analysis of the 
unforced Fisher's equation 
1.2.1 Traveling wave solutions and asymptotic behavior of the solutions to 
the Cauchy problem of the unforced Fisher's equation 
The unforced Fisher's equations, along with the various boundary and initial condi­
tions, has been studied thoroughly in the literature. Kolmogorov et al. [30] proved that 
with A = sup — ^ = /'(0) and with initial conditions to be a Heaviside function, the 
ue(o.i) u 
unique bounded solution of the Cauchy problem for (1.1) tends to a traveling wave front 
U{x + ct) in the following sense: there exists a function ip{t) such that limt_oo = 0 
and 
|u(i, t )  -  U { x  +  c * t  -  i p ( t ) ) \  — *  0 
as < —> oc. where c* = 2 y / f ' ( 0 )  is the wave speed (see Britton [9. Theorem 4.83, page 
71]). 
G 
Since then, many authors have studied the behavior for large time of the solutions 
of the Cauchy problem (1.2) under a wide class of initial conditions. Special attention 
has been devoted to the convergence to the traveling waves and stability of these waves, 
see e.g. Aronson and Weinberger [4], Bramson [6]. Bramson [7], Freidlin [18], Hamel 
and Nadir ash viii [24]. Kametaka [27]. Kanel' [28]. Larson [31], McKean [37], Moet [39], 
Rot he [44], Uchiyama [50]. 
1.2.2 Unforced Fisher's equation with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary 
conditions 
First, consider the initial boundary value problem 
u t  =  u { l  -  u )  +  u x x  in (zi,i2) x [0, T]; 
<  u ( x , 0 )  = u0(x) in (ii.x2) x {0}. 0 < u0(x) < 1; U-9) 
B u ( x , t )  =  b ( x . t )  in d Q  x (0. T). 0 < b ( x ,  t )  <  c ( x ,  t ) \  
for continuous data u 0 { x )  and b { x ,  t ) .  where ( x l , x 2 )  C  R 1 ,  
du Bu(x. t) = c(x, t)u{x, t) + d{x. t)—(x, t). 
o n  
where c  >  0. d  > 0 and c2 + d2 > 0. Then, as a simple application of the classic 
maximum principles, we have (see Britton [9, page 35]) 
0 < u ( x .  t )  <  1 .  
provided that 0 < uq(z, t )  <  1. 
For homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, similar results can also be found in 
Henry [26, Exercise 9, page 61]: Suppose a, b. and k are positive constants and consider 
du d~\i 
=  k  _  +  a u  — fru2, 0 < i < 1, t  >  0 (1.10) 
at axÀ 
with u(0. t )  =  u { l , t )  = 0 and u(z,0) = u 0 { x )  >  0 on 0 < x  <  1 ,  u 0  € ffo(0,1). Then 
u(x, t) > 0 for 0 < x < 1 on a time interval of existence; moreover, this solution exists 
for all t > 0. 
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As for the steady-state solutions to the unforced Fisher's equations, it is known that 
in one-dimensional space the diffusion equation 
u t  =  u ( l  —  u )  +  u x x  (1.11) 
in the region — — < x  <  - with the Dirichlet boundary condition 
" ( -^•0  = " (^0 = 0 (1-12)  
has no non-trivial, non-negative steady-state solution if I < TT, and a unique such 
solution v(x) if / > TT, see Britton [9. Theorem 4.42, page 51]. For a solution of (1.11)— 
(1.12) with initial conditions 
u ( x .  0)  =  u 0 ( x )  >0,  x  E (  — - , - ) ,  (113)  
one has the following results on the the asymptotic behavior of the solution, namely, 
u ( x .  t )  — •  0  as  f -x .  if  0  <  /  <  7r;  
u ( x .  t )  — »  v ( x )  a s  t  — • oc, if / > 7T, 
where v ( x )  is the non-trivial, non-negative steady-state solution of (1.11) and (1.12). 
In R". n > 2. consider the equation 
dtu = Au(l  — u) + Au in î l  x  (0 .x)  (1 .14)  
where fZ is a bounded domain in Rn, and with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condi­
tions 
u = 0 on dQ. x (0. oc) (1.15) 
and some given initial conditions. Let A0 be the largest eigenvalue of the Laplace operator 
on fi with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. If A0 > —A, then there exists 
at least one non-trivial, non-negative steady-state solution of ( 1.14)—(1.15) (see Britton 
[9, Theorem 4.61. page 61]). 
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Similar stability results in Rn. n  >  1. can also be found in Cazenave and Haraux [10, 
Proposition 10.3.1. page 158] and Cazenave and Haraux [10. Theorem 10.3.2, page 159], 
where they consider the semi-linear heat equation 
dtu - Au + /(it) = 0 in Q x (0, oc) (1.16) 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions (1.15). and / is a function of class C l  :  R —• R such 
that 
f (0)  =  0 and / ' (0)>—At,  (1 .17)  
where AL = At(fi) is the smallest eigenvalue of (—A) in Hl0{Q). Under hypotheses (1.17), 
the stationary solution u = 0 of ( 1.15)—(1.16) is exponentially stable in X = Co(fi) in 
the following sense: for each 7 € (0. \\ + /'(0)), there exists R = R(7) such that for all 
x € X with ||z||x < R. the solution u of ( 1.15)—( 1.16) such that u(0) = x exists and is 
global, and satisfies 
Vt > 0, \ \u { t ) \ \ x  <  A//||i||xexp(-7t), (1.18) 
with M  independent of 7 and x .  If under some other conditions which are in a sense 
opposite to (1.17): 
/ is strictly convex on (0. oc) and /(0) = 0, /'(0) < —Aj, (1.19) 
then the solution u  =  0 is unstable and there exists one and only one positive solution 
à of the problem: 
0 € X A -A0 + /(<?>) = 0 (1.20) 
and for each u 0  € À'. u q  >  0 and not identically 0. the solution u  of (1.16) and (1.15) 
such that u(0) = u0 tends to q as t —^> 00. Moreover, 
V t  >  0, ||u(f. -) - <D( t ,  -)|U»- <  C(uo)  exp(-71 ) ,  (1.21) 
where 7 > 0 is independent of U Q .  
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Aronson and Weinberger [5] investigated the unsteady problem in Rn for (1.2). They 
gave a sufficient condition which guarantees that the rest state u = 0 is unstable and 
obtained "hair-trigger effect" type results, i.e.. a nonnegative initial datum with even a 
small compact support that evolves into a solution that tends to 1 on every compact 
subset. 
1.3 Motivation of the research on forced Fisher's equation 
The motivation of this research work is to try to study the behavior of the gene 
(alleles) frequencies at a given gene locus within a multidimensional habitat under the 
effects of external factors, e.g.. under the effects of existence of artificially introduced 
gene types varying with time and locations within the habitat. Anther related question 
is to see if one can control the behavior of the gene frequencies within the habitat by 
the control of some of external factor, and to see if one can have some control over the 
natural selection-migration process of the species (gene types) and try to achieve the 
desired distribution of the species. 
To our knowledge, little seems to exist in the literature about the modeling of Fisher's 
equations with inhomogeneous forcing. Moreover, the forced Fisher's equation we pro­
pose in this study is a nonlinear parabolic problem, and we found that although semi-
linear and nonlinear parabolic problems, both abstract and concrete, have been studied 
for many years, the standard results in the theory of the reaction-diffusion equations, 
semi-linear and nonlinear parabolic equations can not be directly applied to our prob­
lem. For the details on the related theory of the partial differential equations, the studies 
by many researchers from different point of views, settings and approaches on the local 
existence and regularity of solution, the global existence or blow-up of solution, one may 
refer to (just name a few) e.g., Pazy [41, Section 6.3], Kielhôfer [29], Amann [2], Amann 
[3], Cazenave and Haraux [10]. Lunardi [35] and references therein. The geometric the­
10 
ory of semi-linear parabolic equations has been most developed by Henry [26], see also 
Temam [48] and Smoller [46]. Comprehensive treatments of reaction-diffusion systems 
can be found in Rot he [45]. Leung [32] and Pao [40]. 
1.4 Organization of this dissertation 
In chapter 2. a derivation of the forced Fisher equation is given and then we study 
the local and global existence of solutions of initial and boundary value problem for 
the forced Fisher equation with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. In chapter 
3, numerical analysis on the semi-discrete finite dimensional approximations for the 
forced Fisher equation in the spatial variables and in the time variable is presented. 
The numerical analysis on fully discrete finite dimensional approximations is also given 
under minimal regularity assumptions of the solutions. Some numerical experiments are 
also carried out. In chapter 4. we consider an optimal control problem related to the 
forced Fisher equation and derive the optimality system. Finally, some discussions on 
the present work and possible future work are given in chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2. Modeling and Analysis of Forced Fisher 
Equation 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we consider the model derivation and analysis of the forced Fisher 
equation 
u t  —  A u  — Au(l  -  u )  = (1 — u ) f  in (0,T) x fi, (2.1) 
with homogeneous boundary conditions. Here. Q is a bounded open set in R", n = 1.2, 
or 3. [0. T] is a finite time interval, and the "force" / is a given function of (t, x). Note 
that forcing in the Fisher equation enters not merely as an inhomogeneous source term, 
but in the more complicated way indicated in (2.1). 
The plan of this chapter is as follows. In §2.2 we derive the forced Fisher equation 
and boundary conditions in the context of the study of gene frequency distributions. In 
§2.3 we introduce function space, define a weak formulation and recall some results from 
ODE theories. In §2.4 we establish the existence of a local solution. In §2.5, we prove a 
maximum principle under suitable assumptions on the data / and Uq. In §2.6 we prove 
the existence and uniqueness of a global solution. The chapter is written mostly based 
on the work of Gunzburger et al. [22] 
We briefly discuss some of the novelty and technical difficulties in this work. 
• Model derivation. The derivation of the forced Fisher equation and boundary 
conditions in §2.2 is our first contribution. Our derivation reveals that the general 
12 
form of the equation should be cubic, rather than quadratic - the standard unforced 
Fisher equation is merely a special case. 
• Local existence. In showing the local existence in §2.4. we define a weak formula­
tion that is amenable to numerical approximations and we follow the main steps 
of Temam [47] concerning the existence of a local solution for the Navier-Stokes 
equations. Additional efforts are made in our work to derive a uniform local ex­
istence interval for the sequence of Galerkin solutions. Other approaches in the 
literature may be used to prove the local and global existence of solutions for gen­
eral semi-linear parabolic equations, but they either require higher regularity on / 
than what is assumed in this work or give a solution in a weaker sense; see, e.g., 
Amann [2], Amann [3], Cazenave and Haraux [10], Leung [32], Lunardi [35], Pao 
[40], Pazy [41], Rothe [44]. Smoller [46] and Temam [48]. 
• Maximum principles. The maximum principles we prove in §2.5 is a weak version 
corresponding to the weak formulation given in §2.4. A similar type of maximum 
principles can be found in Manley et al. [36] for a different system; however the 
techniques of Manley et al. [36] do not directly apply to our situation. 
• Global existence. As a straightforward consequence of the maximum principles 
we may easily obtain a preliminary version of global existence. We also prove 
a generalized version of global existence that involves a less regular /. Such a 
generalized existence result for less regular / will be useful in the formulation of 
optimal control problems, though control problems are beyond the scope of this 
work and will be studied elsewhere. 
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2.2 Derivation of a forced Fisher equation and boundary 
conditions 
We follow closely the derivation given in Fife [14] of the (unforced) Fisher equation 
to derive a forced Fisher equation. The derivation is given in one space dimension; 
however, the generalization to higher dimensions is obvious. 
2.2.1 A forced Fisher equation 
We assume that the population is diploid, with two available alleles, A\ and A2. The 
genotypes are denoted by AiAfc, i. k = 1,2, and their densities by pik. Note that the 
genotypes A,At and A^A, are the same, but it is convenient to distinguish between them, 
keeping in mind that pik = pkl. We then let p = J2i,k=i At denote the total density of 
the population, pik = plk/ p the frequency of the genotype A, At in the population, and 
Pi = Yll=i Pik = C52l=i Pi*)/P the frequency of the allele A, in the population. Then, 
we have that ,  for  i ,  k  = 1,2 .  
dtPik - dx (^dx(Vpik) - Mplk^ = p\rbpipk{l + sr]lk) - rdpik{ 1 + sjik) + spftk (2.1) 
i.e.. the rate of change of the density of genotype A,At is affected by diffusion (the term 
containing V), drift (the term containing M), births (the term confining r&), deaths (the 
term containing rd). and artificially introduced genotypes (the term containing ftk.) The 
case s = 0 corresponds to no selection being present; small values of the parameter s 
allow for selection. In (2.1), T]lk and 7tk may be functions of x, t, and all the pik; V, M, 
f6, and rd are given functions of p. x. and t. 
One last assumption is needed to proceed with the derivation, and that is that there 
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exists a carrying capacity pc(xT t ) .  i.e.. 
( 
>0 for p < pc(x, t )  
= 0 for p = pc(x. t )  (2-2) r6(x. Lp) - rd(x. t.p) = < 
<0 for p > pc(x. f). 
The derivation (see. e.g., Fife [14]) of the Fisher equation proceeds from (2.1) without 
the forcing term spflk. We have added forcing under the following assumptions. The 
amount of forcing is small and proportional to the total density; hence, the factor s and 
p, respectively. The artificial addition of alleles is then determined by the /,&, which are 
given functions of x and t. 
Summing (2.1) over i  and k ,  we obtain 
d t p  -<9x ( \ d x { V p )  -  M p j  =  p  r b - r d  +  s r b ^ 2  P i P k V t k  ~  s r d  p i k  - y t k  +  s p f  , (2.3) 
'  t j f c = i  i , k =  i  
where 
/  =  ^  f i k  -
!.*:= 1 
From (2.1) and (2.3). we have that 
dtpik = ~pdtPxk ~ ^-QtP = ^ydx{^'2p2dxPik) - A/<9xplfc + rb{pipk - plfc) 
+ s ( r b { p x p k T ] l k  - plfcrj) - rdpik(-ylk - 7) + /tfc - pifc/) , 
(2.4) 
where 
2 2 
V = ^2 P^PeVkc and 7= ^3 Ptflw • 
k.(=l k,t= 1 
Summing (2.4) over A- we obtain 
1 2 
dtPl
~~2^t7dziy2P2dxPl) +MdxPl = s(ri>P'(Vt-:n)-rd(^2pik'ïik-Piï)+fi-Pifyj , (2.5) 
fc=l 
where 
2 2 
Vt = J! and /: = " 
/t=i fc=i 
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Now. let 
T = srQt. Z = x\ 
sr0 
I v ô -
&b = n 
V 
OCd = rd 
r 0 '  
11 <
1 P = M 
y/sr 0Vo 
Ftk = U 
r0 ' 
F, _ u 
r0 
F = £ 
r0 
Then. (2.5) with i = 1. (2.4) with i — 1 and k = 2. and (2.3) respectively become (where 
P  =  P i )  
drP - ^ n^dçip-A2dcp) + Lidtf = hi + Fx-pF, (2.6) 
s(pTPvi — « %^^(p"^2diP\i) + V-fyPv^) = ûô(piP2 — P12) +5/1-2 + s(Fi2 — puF), (2.7) 
and 
•s(^TP - ^ d|(Ap) + dc(np)^J = p(a6 - Qd) + s/i3 + spF, (2.8) 
where h x . i =  1,2.3 are specific functions off. r. p!fc. and p .  Setting s  = 0 in (2.7) yields 
P12 = P1P2; setting s = 0 in (2.8) yields = Qd so that rb = rd. Then, from (2.2), 
p = pc and then (2.6) becomes 
dTp - -^^dc(p2cù?dcp) + nd& = hi + Fl - pF. 
where 
/i! = abp( J2Li PkVik ~ EL= 1 PkPtm) ~ ctd( ELi - pEL=i Pti7w) 
= Qt,p(l — p) ^p(Wu — U J 2 1 )  + (1 — p){ul 12 — ^22 j 
and where 
U^fc = Tifc ! i, k = 1, 2 .  
To summarize what has transpired so far. we have obtained the scalar equation 
drP - %4rA(PcA'^P) + L*dçP 
2 pi& (2.9) 
= a&p(l — p) ^ p(a;ii — LU21 ) + (1 — p)(tvi2 — W22^ + Fi — pF 
Note that the nonlinearity is cubic. 
To obtain the (unforced) Fisher equation from (2.9) (with F\ = F = 0, of course) 
one has to also assume that 
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• all data ( p c .  a b .  A .  u J l k )  are constant (independent of x  and t ) 
• /i = 0 
• + ^ 21 = tJu + ljo2 (this choice gets rid of the cubic term) 
• V 5 ?  
• a = Qfc(-Vi2 — ^22) • 
Making the same assumptions in the forced case leads to the forced Fisher equation 
d T p  - d y y p  =  a p ( \  -  p )  +  F i  -  p F .  (2.10) 
2.2.2 Boundary conditions 
Suppose first that Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on the densities, i.e., 
Pik — 9ik i- k = 1.2 on the boundary. 
Then, it follows that 
2 
2 2 539lk 
P = P\ = ^ Pu- = - ^  Pik = on the boundary. 
t.k= 1 
Homogeneous boundary conditions on the densities p,* seem to be a problem since we 
then get the indeterminate form p = 0/0. On the other hand, we could impose data 
such that 5Zfc=i = 0 but p = ^>=1 gtk ^ 0 on the boundary; in this case we obtain 
the boundary condition p = 0 on the boundary. 
Suppose now that Neumann boundary conditions are prescribed on the densities, i.e., 
dnpik = qik i,k = 1,2  on the  boundary 
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so that 
so that 
dnPik — —dnPik ~  —d n p 
P P 
2 ^ 2 ^ 2 2 
dnP = dnpx = V" 5„pu. = Y] dnPik - — 5„P = - gu- Y~" ga • 
p f—' p  p  p  
k—i k~ I fc=l f,t=l 
In general, p is not known on the boundary. However, we know that in the limit s —> 0 
that p = pc so that we obtain the Robin condition for p 
a
-
p + p =
* £ < ' ' •  
Homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions for pik are permissible as long as pc ^ 0 
on the boundary; we then obtain that dnp = 0 on the boundary. 
2.3 Problem statement and preliminaries 
In this work, we consider the initial-boundary value problem with homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary conditions for the special case of (2.10) in which Fi = F. Note that 
this implies that /21 + f2-> = 0. This can be realized, e.g.. if no artificial additions of the 
allele A-j is effected. Equation (2.10) reduces to 
drP -  QyyP =  0"P(1 ~ P) +  ^ (1 ~ p)  .  (2.11) 
Evidently, other models can be derived by choosing different values for and the other 
data. 
The problem we wish to study is a multidimensional version of the forced Fisher 
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equation (2.11) with a Dirichlet boundary condition (we use u in place of p), i.e.. 
du 
- - Au  = Xu{ l  -  u)  + /(f,x)(l - u )  in Q T  ;  
u = 0 on E7-; (2.12) 
u(0,x) = u0(x) in fi; 
where Qr = (0, T) x fi and Er = (0. T) x dfi. In this section we will introduce function 
spaces and introduce a weak formulation of (2.12). VVe will also quote some relevant 
ODE results. 
2.3.1 Function spaces and problem statement 
In the sequel, fi is a bounded, open bounded domain in Rd, d = 1,2, 3, with a smooth 
boundary dfi. H3(fi) for s 6 R denotes the standard real Sobolev space of order s with 
its norm denoted by || • HhmH)- VVe use the convention H°(fi) = L2(fi). 
For a p 6 [1, oo], an open interval ( a . b )  C R and a Banach space B with the norm 
|| • ||s, we denote by Lp(a,b,B) the set of measurable functions u : (a,b) —* B such that 
t —» ||u(£)||b belongs to Lp(a.b). The norm on Lp{a,b\B) is defined by 
[ i f  IMOIIb^)"' if P < oo; 
IMkp(a.fc;B) = \ a 
Ess sup ||u(£)||e. if p = oc. 
L  t e ( a . b )  
We denote by C([a. b\: B) the set of continuous functions u : [a. b] —* B with the norm 
||u||c([a.6|;B) = max£eja.6] ||-u(0IIb- We introduce 
W(a. 6) = |u|u€ L2(a,6;^(fi)),^ = u' E L2(a. 6; H"1^))}, (2.13) 
where u' is taken in the sense of distribution. The norm on W(a, b) is defined by 
il " |i W(a.fe) = (iMlL-Ha.b-.H^n)) HU II L2(a.6-, H -1 (£1)) ) ^ VV(a, 6). 
The duality paring between a Banach space B and its dual will be denoted by (•,•). The 
L2(fi) inner product is denoted by (•. •). i.e.. for p,q € L2(fi), (p,q) = f^pqdQ. Also, 
C, C, C. Ci, C2, • • • denote positive constants whose values change with context. 
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A solution for (2.12) is defined as a solution of the following weak formulation: given 
?/o € L2{Q.) and / E La(0. T; L7(fi) where fi E [1, oc) and 7 > fi' in R2 and 7 > 3/3'/2 in 
R3. find a u E W(0. T) such that 
M(),^) + (Vu((),W) 
(2.14) 
= (Au(«)(l - u(0) + f { t ) (  1 -  u{ t ) ) . é )  V<p E a.e. t  E (0,T) 
and 
u(0,x) = u0(x). (2.15) 
Note that the initial condition and the term (fu, <f>) make sense thanks to the fol­
lowing two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Let V, H, V' be three Hilbert spaces such that V C H = H' C V', where V' 
i s  t he  dua l  o f  V .  I f  a  f unc t i on  u  sa t i s f i e s  t ha t  u  E  L 2 ( t 0 ,  Z i ;  V)  and  u '  €  L 2 ( t 0 ,  t i ]  V ' ) ,  
then u is almost everywhere equal to a function continuous from [t0, £j] into H and we 
hav e  t he  f o l l ow ing  equa l i t y ,  wh i ch  ho ld s  i n  the  s c a l a r  d i s t r i bu t i ona l  s en se  on  (< 0 ,  t i ) ;  
jt\\u\?H = 2 (u'.u). 
Proof. See Temam [47. page 69]. • 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose a E W(O.T) and f E L^{0, T; L7(fi)) with fi E [1, oc) and 7 
satisfying 
3 3' 
7 > -y when fi C R3 and 7 > 0' when fi C R2, itz/iere fi' = fi/(fi — 1). 
Then  ( f u )  E I2(0.T;^-^(fi)). 
Proof. See Lions [33, page 26]. • 
2.3.2 Relevant ODE results 
In this subsection we recall some relevant results concerning the existence of and 
estimates for solutions of ODE systems. 
The first lemma is about the existence of a maximal solution on a rectangular region. 
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Lemma 2.3. Let real numbers tQ. y0, a > 0. b > 0 be given and set 
Ro = [£(h to + o] x [yo — b. yo + 6]. 
Assume that g 6 C{RQ\R). Denote 
M  = max \ g ( t ,  t / ) |  and  r  — min (a. ——^—-1. 
(t,y)€fio I 2 A/ + o J 
Then the initial value problem 
d i t  
= 9{ t , y ) ,  y { t 0 )  =  u 0  (2.16) 
has a maximal solution y(t) on [i0. tQ + r], i.e.. every solution y = y(t) of 
y '  =  g{ t , y )  on  [t0,<0 + r], y ( t 0 )  =  Uo 
satisfies y(t) < u(t) on [i0, t0 + r]. 
Proof. See Hartman [25, page 10, Theorem 2.1] and Hartman [25, page 25, Lemma 
2.1]. • 
The second lemma is about the existence of a maximal solution on a strip. 
Lemma 2.4. Let t0, yo, a > 0 be given. Assume that g € C([£0, t0 + o] x R;R). Then 
there exists a r > 0 such that (2.16) has a maximal solution v.(t) on [t0, to + r], i.e., 
e ve ry  so lu t i o n  y  =  y ( t )  o f  
y '  =  g ( t - y )  o n  [to, t o  + r], y ( t 0 )  <  y 0  
satisfies y(t) < y{t) on [i0, + t]. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the previous lemma (e.g.. by fixing a finite rect­
angle on the strip). • 
The third lemma is about the extension of solutions of a system of ODEs over a 
maximal interval of existence. 
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Lemma 2.5. Assume that G € C([tQ,t0 + a] x Rd; Rd) where d > 1 is an integer. Let 
y = y ( t )  be  a  so lu t i on ,  on  a  r i gh t  max i ma l  i n t e rva l  J .  o f  y '  =  G ( t ,  y )  wi th  a  g i ven  y ( t 0 ) .  
Then either J = [t0. to + a] or J = [t0. tQ + S). 6 < a. and ||y(t)||Rd —• oc as t —* tQ + S. 
Proof. See Hartman [25, page 14. Corollary 3.1]. • 
The next lemma is about an estimate, in terms of the maximal solution, for solutions 
of an integral inequality. 
Lemma 2.6. Assume that g G C{[tQ,tQ + a] x R;R). g ( t , y )  i s  nonde c re as ing  i n  u  f o r  
each t 6 [£q. to + a], and a maximal solution y(t) of (2.16) exists on [£0, to + a]. Assume 
further that h 6 C([<0. to + a];R), h(tQ) < uQ, and 
h { t )<h( t 0 )+  f  g { s . h ( s ) )d s  V£ € [i0, t 0  + a). 
J  t Q  
Then 
h ( t )  <  u ( t )  V t E [to, to + a). 
Proof. See Hartman [25. page 29, Corollary 4.4]. • 
2.4 Local existence 
In this section we study the existence of a local solution for the weak formulation 
(2.14)-(2.15). We first recall the following compact embedding result: 
Lemma 2.7. Let À'o. À", X\ be three Banach Spaces such that X0 X c—• Xi and 
X0 c—• A", let 1 < p. q < oc and 
W = |f(t) e Lp(to,tv,Xo) : ^  € ^(to.tv.xo}. 
Then 1——> Lp(to, t\~, X). 
Proof. See Lions and Magenes [34, Chapter 1. Theorem 5.1]. • 
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We are now in a position to state and prove the local existence results. 
Theorem 2.8. Assume that f € C(0, T; £3(f2)).  b0 € L2(Q) andt0 6 [0. T). Then there 
exists ati = ti(t0,b0) 6 (t0.T) and a u € W(t0, ti) satisfying 
(u'(t).<t)) + (Vu(£). V0) 
(2.1) 
= (Au(f)(l - u(0) + /(0(1 - "(O)-0) V0 € a-e- t G (<o,ii), 
and 
u ( t 0 )  = 60- (2.2) 
Proof. We divide the proof into three steps. In Step 1 Faedo-Galerkin approximations 
are defined. In Step 2 à priori estimates for u1n are derived. In Step 3 e pass to the 
limit, derive the regularity of u' and justify the initial condition. 
S t ep  1 .  Faedo -Ga le rk in  appr ox ima t i ons .  
Since H^(Cl) is separable, there exists a basis {w,}^1 for HQ (Q). For each m, we 
define an approximate solution um of (2.1) as follows: 
m 
um = (2.3) 
3 = 1 
such that 
( u ' m ( t ) ,  W i )  + (Vum(£). Vw t )  
=  (A u m ( t ) [ l  -  + /(0[1 - um(t)], w, ) ,  a.e. t  6 (f0, *i), i  =  1,2, • • • , m 
(2.4) 
and 
u m ( t o )  =  b[ r ] .  (2.5) 
where b^ = EJLi ^^w3 's the L2(Q) projection of b 0  onto the space spanned by the 
basis {wi, . wm}. Properties of projection operators imply 
ll^om)lk2(n) < ||bo|k2(fi)- (2.6) 
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Since HQ (Q ) is dense in L 2 (Q)  and {u/,} is a basis for HQ(Q) ,  we easily deduce that 
6Ôm) —• b 0  in L 2 (Q)  as m —» oc. (2.7) 
The system of nonlinear differential equations (2.4)-(2.5) can be rewritten as 
m j  m 
w t )—gl m ) { t )  +  Vw t ) g$ m ) ( t )  
j= l  7 = 1  
m m 
= - 53 3]m)(t)tfim>(tKwfc-w.) (2.8) 
J = 1 j.k= 1 
m 
+(/(0(l - ^ 2^'(t)w;).w,y < = !,••• ,m, 
J=1 
and 
m 
^ 2{ w J ,w l ) g ( f n ) { t 0 )  =  ( b 0 , iV i ) ,  i  =  ! , - • •  ,m .  (2.9) 
J=I 
The linear independence of as functions implies that the matrix with entries 
(w j ,  Wi )  is nonsingulaj, so that we may use the inverse of this matrix to reduce (2.8)-
(2.9) to the following standard form of a system of ODEs: 
, m m 
+ [ f W  ~  A]^lm)(t) +^2 a v9} m ) ( t )  + 5Z &J k 9 j m ) ( t ) 9 itm)(0 
J=1 M
"
=1 (2.10) 
= i = 1, • • • ,m. 
j = i  
and 
9 { l m \ t o )  =  Ç l ,  i  =  l .  (2.11) 
for i  = 1,2, - .m. where a,.,. € R and they depend on {u/J^. Note that 
the regularity assumption on / guarantees (f ( - . t ) ,Wj ) G C([0, T]; R). From standard 
theories of ordinary differential equations (see, e.g., Hartman [25] or Miller [38]), the 
nonlinear differential system (2.10)—(2.11) has a solution defined on a maximal right 
interval [F0, T(M)]. Or equivalently. the system (2.4)-(2.5) has a solution um(t) defined 
on a maximal interval [i0,r(m)]. 
Step 2. A priori estimates for limit). 
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For t 6 [to, r(m>]. multiplying system (2.4) by g\m\t). i = 1. • • - . m, and adding these 
equations up we obtain 
(Um(t),Um(t)) + l|Vum(t)||'i2(fi) = ([Aum(t) +/(t)][l - Um(t)], Um(t)). (2.12) 
Thus, applying Young's inequality to the terms on the right hand side we have 
^^•Ilum(t)||'i2(n) + ||Vtim(t)||£2(n) 
< A||uTn(t)|||2(n) + A||um(t)||^3(n) + ||/(t)||z,3(n)||um(t)||L3(fi) (2-13) 
+ll/(t)lk3(n)||um(t)||Zi2(n)||um(t)||LG(f2). 
The embedding HQ(Q) •—> Li (fi) and Poincaré's inequality imply that 
ll/(t)||L3(fî)llum(t)||L5(n) < C||/(t)||i3(n)||«m(É)||if.(n) 
5: C H/(t)||L3(n)||Vum(t)||£,2(n) < —- ||/(t)H|3(n) + e ||V-u7n(t)||22(fi). 
The embedding HQ(Q.) L6(fi) and Poincaré's inequality imply 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
||/(t)||£,3(n)ll'"m(t)||£,2(n)||«Tfi(t)||£.<3(n) 
< C ll/(t)||z.3(n)ll^m(t)||L2(n)||"m(t)||//0i(n) 
< C ll/(t)|k3(n)||um(i)||£,2(n)||VuTn(t)||t2(n) 
— ~ H/(t)|li3(Q)||tim(t)|l2.2(n) + e IIVUm(t)||£2(n). 
Moreover, since (fi) L3(fi). we may use the interpolation between £2(fi) and 
HQ(Q) and Poincaré's and Young's inequalities to derive 
A||^m(t)||l3(n)<A(C|K(t)||^^)' 
< A (C ||um(t)|l£2(n)||um(t)H^i(n)) ^ 
< A (C ||um(t)|||2^n)|| Vum(t)||£2(n)) 
< A —- ||um(t)||®2(n) + e ||Vtirn(t)||22(n). 
Adding up (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) and then applying the resulting inequality with 
e = 1/6 to (2.13), we obtain 
^ llum(t)||/.2(n) + HVtUOII^n) 
< 2A hm(t)||'i2(fi, + 2Ci wmwl'ta) + 2C, \ \ fmh m \ \ u m ( t ) \ \ h { n )  (2.17) 
+ 2AC3 ||Um(t)|li2(n). 
Integrating (2.17) from to to t. where t € (to.T(m)). we are led to 
||Um(t) ||2.2(f2) ~~ |lUm(to)||j[i2(n) + [ ||Vum(.s) j| ds 
J to 
< f f2A ||um(a)Hia(n) + 2C, ||/(s)||l3 J d a  (2.18) 
J to  L  t  J  
+ It + 2AC3 11^(5)11^2(0)] ^S' 
Setting y m ( t )  =  ||um(t)||22(n) and 7(t) = ||/(t)||23(n) we have 
V m ( t )  < ym ( t o )  +  [  g ( s , y m ( s ) ) d s  vt€(t0,r(m)) (2.19) 
J t0 
where 
y(t- y) = 2AC31/3 + 2Ai/ + 2Co7(t)i/ + 2Ci7(t). 
It is easily verified that g € C([0, 71] x R; R) and g is nondecreasing in y  for each t .  
Now. let y(t) be the maximal solution of the differential equation 
^ = 2AC3y3 + 2Ay + 2G>7(t)u + 2C17(t). (2.20) 
with the initial value 
y ( t o )  —  I I 2 / ( ) H i . 2 (n), (2 21) 
which, according to Lemma 2.4, exists on an interval J = [to, ti] for some fi € (to, T] 
(note that the system (2.20)-(2.2l) and ti are independent of m, though it depends 
on the norm of /.) Inequality (2.6) implies ym(0) < y(t0). Hence by Lemma 2.6 with 
a = T(m) —10, we have 
llum(t)iri2(n) = U m { t )  < û(t) < max û(t) = C(ti) Vt e (to,T^). (2.22) 
t6(£o.T) 
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As [t0, r(m)) is the maximal interval of existence for (2.19), Lemma 2.5 and (2.22) implies 
that r(m) = ti and the existence interval is [to, tj. Hence, using (2.22) again we have 
sup ||um(t)|||2(n) < C(tO w € [t0,ti] Vm = 1.2, ••• . (2.23) 
Thus, we have shown that 3ti 6 (t0. T] such that 
belongs to a bounded set of L°°(t0, tr, L2(fi)). (2.24) 
Using (2.18) again, we see that relations (2.6). (2.24) yield 
(um}m=i belongs to a bounded set of I2(t0, ti; /fô(f2)). (2.25) 
S t ep  4 •  Pas s ag e  t o  l im i t s .  
À priori estimates (2.24) and (2.25) allow us to draw a subsequence of {um} (still 
denoted by {um}) such that 
Ujn ->• u weak* in Loc(t0. tx\Û(Çt)) (2.26) 
and 
um ->• u weakly in Z,2(Z0. ft; tfo(fi)) (2.27) 
for some u  6 L^to- ft; L2(f2)) PI £2(t0, t ^H^Cl ) ) .  Furthermore. Lemma 2.1 with Xo  = 
/f0'(f2). X = L2(Q.) and Xi = implies that 
um —• u strongly in L2(t0, ti; L2(fi)). (2.28) 
Now. let u>( t )  G C'([to.ti];R) with w(tj = 0 be given. Multiplying (2.4) by i p ( t )  
and integrating by parts, we are led to 
rti z-h 
~ {b l ™ } .Wi) v { t 0 )  -  j ( u m { t ) 7 U ' ' ( t )w l ) d t+  f ( V u m { t ) , i l >{ t ) V w i )  d t  
^ J tQ J tQ 
= [  <Aum(t)(l  -  u m ( t ) )  + /(t)(l  -  u m ( t ) ) ,  i ^ ( t )W i )  d t .  
JtQ 
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Relations (2.26). (2.27) and (2.7) imply that as m —» oc. 
fti rh 
[  (u m ( t ) .  v> ' ( t )w , )  d t—•  f  ( u ( t ) ,  xb ' ( t )w l )  d k t ,  (2.30) 
J to J to 
[  ( V i L m i t ) ,  d t —• f (Vu( t ) , y j ( t )\7wt) d t ,  (2.31) 
J to J to 
[ (um(t)r I p ( t ) w t ) d t —• f  ( u i t j . x p i t jw^d t ,  (2.32) 
J to J to 
(b'0m\ Wi)i>(tQ) —» {ba,wt)yj{t0). (2.33) 
As for the nonlinear term, using the generalized Holder's inequality and the facts that 
wt is a spatial function and that HQ(Q) <—» L4(f2). we have 
[  ( "m i t )  ~  U 2 ( t ) ,  V ( t )w t )  d t  
J to  
< [ MOI I  |um(t,x) - u(Z,x)|. |um(Lx) +u(t,x)| • \w i ( x ) \ dxd t  
Jto J n 
< [ 1^(01 llum(£) — u(0IU2(n) lium(0+ M(*)IU4(fi) l|wilU«(n) (2.34) 
J to 
<  C | | ^ l k o t ( t o . £ i ) l l u ; t l l / / ( | ( n )  /  l l u m ( 0  -  u(t)|U2(n)||"m(t) +  " ( O l l / f j t n ) d t  J to 
r t l  
T t  
< C||Ty||£»(t0.tl)||u;i||^(n)||uTn - u|k2(£0.ti^2(n)) ll"m + u|k2u0.ti;/f,j(n))-
From (2.25), (2.28) and (2.34). we easily deduce that as m —+ oc. 
( u m(0 '  w{ t )Wi )  d t—•  f  
'  to  J t o  
Similarly, we have 
-ti 
' t o  
[  u 2 m { t ) , n ) { t )w i )d t— (u 2 ( t ) , i p ( t )w l )  d t .  (2.35) 
J n
f  ( f ( t ) {u m ( t )  -  u( t ) ) , i i > ( t )w i )d t  
J n
<  f  HOI l|um(t) - "(0lk2(fi) ll/(0lk3(fi) IMk6(fi) dt 
J tn  
rt i 
' o
< C'||V,|k00(to.t1)llu,:ll//(5(n)lhm - u|k2(lo.ti;/.2(n))ll/lk2(to,t,;£.3(n)) 
so that 
rt 1 rl I 
[  ( f { t ) u m { t ) , ^ { t )w i )  d t  —> f  ( f { t ) u ( t ) ,  i p { t )w t )  d t  asm-too (2.36) 
J  to  J t o  
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Relations (2.30). (2.31). (2.33). (2.35) and (2.36) allow us to pass to the limits in (2.4) 
to obtain 
- ( b 0 ,w t ) i p ( t 0 )  -  f  ( u ( t ) , i j j ' ( t )w 1 ) d t+  f  (Vu ( t ) , t J j ( t )Vwi )  d t  
,£l Jt0 Jt0 (2.37) 
= / (Au(t)(l  -  u ( t ) )  +  f ( t ) ( l  ~  u( t ) ) , i p { t )wi) d t  
Jto  
for each i = 1.2,--. Using the linearity in wt of (2.37) and the fact that {%/,} is total 
in HQ (ÇI) we deduce that 
"ti /•£ i 
- ( b o . 0 ) y j { t o )  -  f  {u{ t ) . x l ' { t ) ( p ) d t  +  (  (Vu(£),i/>(i)V0) d t  
ftl Jt° Jt° (2.38) 
= / (Au(t)(l - u ( t ) )  +  f ( t ) ( l  -  u ( t ) ) ,  m<t>)  d t ,  V0 G Hq(Q) .  
Jto  
In particular. (2.38) holds for all ip € D(0, T) so that u satisfies 
(u'(O,0) + (Vu(0, V0) 
= (u(<)(l -  u{ t ) )  +  f ( t ) ( l  -  u( t ) ) ,  0), V0G HQ(Q) .  
in the sense of distributions (in time). By Temam [47. page 250, Lemma 1.1] we have 
that 
i-(o,T;#-'(n)). 
Finally, it remains to prove that u  satisfies the initial condition u ( t 0 )  =  b 0 .  To this 
end, we multiply (2.39) by tp(t) and integrate by parts. This leads us to 
- ( u t o . 0 ) v ( t o )  -  [  (u ( t ) , i i> ' ( t ) 4>)d t+  f  (Vu ( t ) ,< ip ( t ) V <t)) dt 
^ J tQ J tQ 
=  f  ( \ u ( t ) ( \  - u ( t ) )  + /(t)(l -  u{ t ) ) . p { t ) ( t ) )  d t ,  V> G 
Jto  
A comparison of (2.38) and (2.40) yields 
(2.40) 
(b0 - u{tQ),0)ty(tQ) = 0. V0€//o(fi). 
Upon choosing a i p  with t y ( t 0 )  = 1, we have 
(b0 - u(t0),(f)) = 0, V0 € H^ (Q) ,  
i.e. b 0  = u( to )  a . e .  Q .  This completes the proof of Theorem 2.8. • 
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2.5 Maximum principles 
Let u be a local solution, i.e.. a solution of (2.1)-(2.2), that was guaranteed to exist 
on an interval (tQ. (J in the previous section. We are going to show that under suitable 
assumptions on / and UQ, the solution u satisfies 0 < u < 1. This result is needed 
to ensure the solution to be physically meaningful - recall that y represents the gene 
frequency. This result will also allow us to show the global existence in the next section. 
We first recall the well-known Gronwall Lemma: 
Lemma 2.9. Assume that w,z are nonnegative, continuous functions on [a, b]; K > 0 
is a constant; and 
z ( t )  <  K  +  f  z ( s )w{s )d s  Vie [a, 6]. 
J a 
Then 
z ( t )  <  K  exp | J z ( s )w( s )  ds| Vf E [a, 6]; 
in particular, if K = 0. then z(t) =0. 
Proof. See. e.g., Henry [26, page 24]. • 
Now we prove the non-negativity of the local solution u when f and UQ are nonneg­
ative. 
Theorem 2.10. Assume that f 6 C(0,T ;L 3 (Q) ) ,  f > 0 almost everywhere on QT,  
b0 6 Z/2(fi) and b0{x) > 0 almost everywhere in Q. If u(t,x) is a solution of (2.1)-(2.2) 
where tQ € [0, T) and ti 6 (to, T). then u > 0 almost everywhere in (<0, <i) x fi. 
Proof. For almost every t € [to, ii]. we set 0(x) = u - ( t , x )  =  max{— u ( t ,  x), 0} in (2.1) 
and integrate in t to obtain 
2^HU-Wll£2(n) + l|V%-(t)|lL(n) 
=  f  X  [u_ ( t ) ] 2  [1  - I -  u - ( t ) ]  d x  -  [  u - ( t ) f ( t ) [ l  +  u_( t ) ]  d x  
J n Jn 
~  In  A  +  d x  -  X  + I l u - ( 0 l l i 3 (n ) ) -
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As in (2.16). we have 
*l|u-(t)lll»<n> < C\ h-(t)|l!=,m + j ||Vu.(t)lli.,n), (2.42) 
Substituting of (2.42) into (2.41) yields 
—1|u_(t)IlZ-(fî) + II^7u-(0II£2(îJ) < 2A||u_(t)||i,2(n) + 2CA||u-(t)||®2(Q) 
so that 
^ l l u - ( t ) l l z . 2 ( n )  <  2 A | | t i _ ( £ ) H ï , 2 ( n )  +  2 C A | | t i _ ( t ) | | ® 2 ( n ) .  
Integration from tQ to t leads us to 
Ilu-(t)lli2(n) < ||u-(to)Hi2(n) + 2A ^1 + C,||u_(s)||^2(n)j ||u_(s)||^2(n)ds (2.43) 
where t € [to, <i]- The identity 
, nl \u\ - u 
u_ = max -u. 0 [ = i 2 
and the result u  € C([t0. £i]; L 2 (C l ) )  imply 
u- eC([f0.<i];L2(fi)). 
Setting K = ||%-(W||'mn) = °- z = llu-(s)IIZ2(n) and w = 2A (l + C||u_(s)||^2(fi)) we 
obtain from (2.43) that 
z { t )  <  K  +  f  z ( s )w ( s )d s  V i e  [ f 0 ,  t i ] -
J a 
Hence, Lemma 2.9 implies z ( t )  = 0 on [ t Q ,  Zt], i.e., 
Il'u-(0lll2(n) — 0, 
which implies u - ( t , x )  = 0 almost everywhere in (t0, t i )  x f2. • 
Next we show that the local solution u is bounded above if the initial value is bounded 
above. 
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Theorem 2.11. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.10 hold. Assume further 
that b0(x) < 1 almost everywhere in fi. Then the local solution u(t,x) of (2.1)-(2.2) 
satisfies u < 1 almost everywhere in (t0. £i) x fi. 
Proof. For almost every t 6 [f0, (J we set 0(x) = (u — 1 )+(t, x) = max{u(£, x) — 1,0} in 
(2.1) and integrate in t to obtain 
(u' {t), {u — 1)+) + f Vu • V(u — 1)+ dx 
Jn 
= I  Ait(l - u ) (u  -  l ) + dx  +  I  f { t .  x)(l - u ) ( u  -  1)+ dx. 
Jq JQ 
The last equation can be written as 
- U+llîifn) + ||V(« - 1)+Ili2(n) 
= - f Au[(u - l)+]2dx - [  f ( t . x ) [ ( u  -  l ) + ] 2  dx  < 0 .  
J n J n 
Hence (it — l)+(£, x) = 0 almost everywhere in (to, fi) x f2. • 
Remark 2.12. We point out that the proof of Theorems 2.10 and 2.11 do not apply to 
the finite dimensional Galerkin solution um studied in the previous section. The reason 
i s  t ha t  o r  \ u m  — 1]+  does  no t  nece s sar i l y  l i e  i n  t he  s p a n  o f  { w i , iV2 ,  •  •  •  ,  w m } ;  a s  a  
result, we cannot set the test function to be [um]_ or [um — 1]+ in (2.4). 
2.6 Global existence 
From the local existence result (Theorem 2.8)and the maximum principles (Theo­
rems 2.10 and 2.11). we concluded that under suitable assumptions on u0(x) and /(t,x), 
a solution u for (2.l)-(2.2) exists on some interval [t0, ti] and 0 < u < 1 almost every­
where in (tQ. ti) x fi. Based on these we expect a global solution to exists on any finite 
time interval [0,T\. Indeed, we will prove the global existence and uniqueness in this 
section. While the first global existence theorem below is an easy consequence of the 
local existence theorem and maximum principles, the second global existence theorem 
requires additional effort. 
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The following theorem gives the global existence and uniqueness of the solution . 
Theorem 2.13. Let T € (0. oc) be given. Assume that f E C(0, T\ L3(fi)), f{t,x) > 0 
a.e. (f.x) € (0.T) x fi and. 0 < u0(x) < 1 a.e. x 6 fi. Then there exists a unique 
function u E W(O.T) such that u is a solution of (2.14)-(2.15) and 0 < u < 1 a.e. in 
(0.T) x fi. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.8. there is a t\ > 0 such that there exists a function u 6 W(0, t\) 
as a solution of (2.14)—(2.15) on [0. £[]. By Theorem 2.10 and Theorem 2.11. we also 
have 0 < u(f, x) < 1 a.e (t, x) 6 (0. tt) x fi. VVe let 
t = sup{f : there exists a u € W(0. i) such that (2.1)—(2.2) hold 
for a.e. f E (0. ()} 
Then t must equals T. For otherwise, Theorem 2.8 would allow us to continue the 
solution beyond t and this would contradict the maximality assumption of t (here we 
used the easily-verifiable fact that if u E W(0. t) and u E W(i.t + 5) for some S > 0. 
t hen  u  E  W(0 . i  +  6 ) . )  
To prove the uniqueness of the solution, we suppose Ui and tt2 are two solutions of 
(2.14)—(2.15) and set z = — u?. Then z satisfies 
( z ' ( t ) . è )  + (Vz(£). Vd>) 
=  ( \ z { t ) , o ) - \ { \ z { t ) { u l + u 2 ) , p ) - { f ( t ) z ( t ) , 0 )  V0 E Hq(CI ) ,  a.e. t  E (0, T)  
(2.44) 
and 
z(0,x) =0. (2.45) 
Theorems 2.10 and Theorem 2.11 imply that 0 < u \ ( t , x )  +  u 2 ( t ,  x) < 2 almost every­
where in Qt• Setting 0 = z(Z. -) in (2.44) we have 
i^-^\\z(t)\\h{n) + ^ a e- 1 6 [0,X], 
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so that 
l d _  
2  d t  Ô^Mt)\\Un) < NOfonr a.e. t  E [0.T} .  (2.46) 
Thus, using Gronwall's inequality and (2.45) we obtain 
IMOItajn) = 0- ae- ( € [0, T\ 
From which we conclude z = 0 a.e. in (0. T) x fi. This completes the proof. • 
Below, we prove the global existence when f E L2(0, T; L2(fi)). We first establish a 
new à prion estimate. 
Lemma 2.14. Assume that f E C(0. T; L3(fi)). f { t , x )  >  0 for almost every (t, x) E 
(0, T) x $1, and 0 < b0(x) < 1 a e. x E $1. ZeZ u be a solution of (2.14)-(2.15). Then 
VZ E [0.T], 
llu(0H£2(n) + llull2,2(o,r;^(n)) + llu IIZ^oj-;//-'^)) 
< llu(to)ilÎ2(n) +CiT + C2||/||ï,2(o.7-^2(n)). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.10 and Theorem 2.11. we have 0 < u(t,x) < 1 almost everywhere 
in (0. T) x fi. Thus, for a.e. t E [0. T], upon setting 0(x) = u(t.x) in (2.14) we have 
^NOIIkffi) + ll^7"(0ll£2 (n) 
=  I  A  [ u ( t .  x)] " [ l  — u ( t ,  x)] dx  4 -  I  f ( t ,  x ) u { t .  x )  [ l  -  u{ t .  x)] dx (2.48) 
} /" 
< J X dx + J / ( Z .x)dx < ACi(A.fi) +  C 2 ( f i ) | | / ( Z ) | | i 2 ( n ) ,  
where C\. C-y > 0 are constants. Integration from 0 to t yields 
llu(0lf£2(n) + IMF£2(o.r;//0'(n)) 
< llu(to)lli2(n) + + ^ ll/lli^oju^n)-
From equation (2.14) we obtain 
(u'(<), à )  =  f n  Vu( t .  x)) • V0(x) dx 
+A f  u { t .  x )  [l -  u{ t ,  x)] 0(x) dx + f  f { t ,  x )u { t .  x) [l - u{ t ,  x)] dx 
< ll^(0ll^(n)ll^ll^(n) + ^  / |<p(x)|dx + C / /(Z,x)0(x)dx 
< llu(0llw^n)ll®ll//^(n) + C(A, fi)||0||£,2(n) + C||/(O|U2(n)||0|k2(n) 
(2.49) 
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for all 0 G HQ (Q ) and a.e. t G (0. T) .  Upon taking the supremum over <f> G HQ (Q ) we 
obtain 
Il"'(^)II//-1 cn> < Cll'uCOII/fjcn) + C(A.f2) + C\\f{t)\\L2^ (2.50) 
for a.e. t  G (0. T ) .  Combining (2.49) and (2.50) we obtain (2.47). • 
Theorem 2.15. Let T G (0. oo) be given. Assume that f G L2(0, T: L2(fi)), f{t,x) > 0 
a.e. (t, x) G (0, T) x $1 and. 0 < UQ(X) < 1 a.e. x G fi. TVten t/iene exists a unique 
function u G W(0.T) such that u is a solution of (2.14)-(2.15), 0 < u < 1 a.e. in 
(0, T) x fi, and 
IMOllLfn) + ll^llL2(0,T;HQ{Q )) llU lli2(0,T;//-l(n)) ^ 52) 
< ll^((o)||f,2(n) +CiT  + C2||/H£2(o.T;i.2(n))-
Proof. The denseness of C(0. T; L3(fi)) in L2(0. T; L2(fi)) implies there is a sequence 
{/m}m=i C C(0. T; L3(fi)) such that /m -> / in L2{0,T\ L2(fi)), fm(t,x) > 0 a.e. (i,x) € 
Qr and ||/ - /mll^to.TU2^)) < 1 (for instance, fm can be defined as the convolution of 
/ with a sequence of of nonnegative mollifying functions <z>m(x).) 
For each m, Theorem 2.13 implies the existence of a um G W(0, T) such that 
( u m { t ) . 0 )  + (Vum(0- v<2>) 
= A('Um(t)(l - Um). 0)  + { f m ( t ) [ l  - um(t)], 0)  V0 G HQ(Q) ,  a.e. f G (0,7) 
(2.52) 
and 
1^(0, x) = u0. (2.53) 
Moreover, we have that 0 < u n ( x . t )  <  1 a.e. (Lx) G (0. T)  x fi. By Lemma 2.14, we 
have that. 
11 «m 11 ^2 (0.T-; (fî) ) + H^m IIZ,2(0,T - ,HQ(Q) )  
^ llMollL2(n) +C\T + C2||/m||^2(o,T;£,2(fi)) (2-54) 
< l l u oH£2 ( a )  +  C X T  +  C 2 | | / | | ' i 2 ( 0 , r ; L 2 ( n ) )  +  C 3 .  
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Estimate (2.54) allows us to extract a subsequence of {um} (still denoted by {u™}) such 
that 
um ->• u weakly in L 2 {0 .T :  HQ(Q) ) .  (2.55) 
u ' m ^u '  weakly in L°°(0. T; H~ l (Q) ) .  (2.56) 
and 
um —* u strongly in L 2 ( 0 ,T ;  L 2 {Q) ) .  (2.57) 
VVe also note that for every t p ( t )  6 C'([0. T]:R) with v (T )  = 0 and V<z> € Cj(H). 
i rT /  ( f i t . - ) u ( t ,  • )  -  f m ( t .  -)um(t, • ) ,  t { t ) d>{ - ) )  d t  
fT 
< /  \ V{ t ) \  l | 0 lL=(n ) l l /m(Olk2 ( f2 ) l |Um(O -  u(f)||L2(fi) d t  
iT 
+ / \\fn(t) - /(f)||£,2(n)||u||£,oc(QT)||0||£>2(n)d< 
Jo 
< C||i/)||^,oc(o.r)l|0|k'»(n)||/m|k2(o.r;L2(n))||un — "||L2(o.r;L2(n)) 
+ C|Mk~(o.r)||/m - /lk2(o.r;Z.2(n))||0||H,5(n) 
so that 
f  ( f m { t . - ) u m { t , - ) .  i p ( t ) 0 { - ) )d t  - •  f  ( f ( t . - ) u ( t .  -)X0<b(-))<ft (2.58) 
J o Jo 
as m —• oc. for all <z> 6 Cô(f2) and all t/> 6 C'[0. T] with t/)(T) = 0. By repeating the 
arguments used in the proof of Theorem 2.8 (Step 3) we may pass to the the limits in 
equation (2.52) to show 
( u ' ( t ) .  <p) + (Vu(Z). V<p) 
= A(u(t)(l-u), <?) + (/(«)[!-«(0]^) VèeC^Q), a.e. f € (0,T). 
Using the denseness of Cq(Q) in //o(fi) we have 
(ii'(t),<t>) + [Vu(t), V0) 
(2.59) 
= A(u(<)(l - i t ) ,  0) + (/(«)[ 1 - u(t)], 0) V0 € /fo(f2), a.e. t € (0, T) .  
The estimate (2.51) follows directly from (2.54). 
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Theorem 2.10 and Theorem 2.11 imply 0 < u < 1 a.e. in (0, T) x $1. 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.13. we may prove the uniqueness of the solution. 
This completes the proof. • 
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CHAPTER 3. Numerical Analysis of the Forced Fisher 
Equation 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we study the numerical approximations for the forced Fisher's equa­
tion with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition discussed in the previous chapter: 
= \y { l  -  y)  +  f { t . x ) ( l  -  y )  in Q T ;  
= 0 on Er; (3.1) 
= Z/o(x) in ft; 
where ft C R"(n = 2,3), Qr = (0, T) x ft and Er = (0, T) x <9f2. In this chapter and 
the next chapter, we use y to replace u in the forced Fisher equation. 
In chapter 2. the existence and uniqueness of the solution of (3.1) are considered 
when ft is bounded and <9ft is sufficiently smooth. 0 < y0(x) < 1 almost everywhere in 
ft, and f(t,x) > 0 almost everywhere in [0, J1]. / € L2(0,T; L2(ft)). Moreover, under 
t he  a bove  a s sumpt ions ,  0  <  y ( t , x )  <  1  a lmos t  e ve ryw he re  i n  [0 .  T } .  
The forced Fisher's equation is a semi-linear (nonlinear) parabolic initial boundary 
value problem, and the numerical analysis of the finite dimensional approximations of 
linear, semi-linear and nonlinear parabolic equations has been studied extensively. The 
book by Thomee [49] has an excellent review of the main results and mathematical 
techniques and it contains a comprehensive list of references of the subject. For the 
semi-discrete finite element approximations, the paper by Chrysafinos and Hou [11] 
r t - ^  
y 
2/(0, x) 
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provides a nice summary of some of the representative citations for each type of the 
error estimates available in the literature. For the basic ideas and techniques of the 
semi-discrete approximations in the time variable, one can refer to Girault and Raviart 
[20] and Temam [47, chapter III. §4]. There is also abundant literature on the fully 
discrete approximations, see Chrysatinos and Hou [11] and the references therein. 
Some of the novelty and technical difficulties of the numerical analysis given in this 
chapter are briefly summarized as follows: 
• The convergence and error estimates for the semi-discrete finite element approxi­
mations are obtained based on the minimal regularity assumptions on the solution 
o f  t he  fo rced  F i she r ' s  equa t ion  .  The  l i t e r a tu re  s eems  to  l ack  L 2 (Q)  and  H L (Q)  
convergence results under the minimal regularity property for the solutions for the 
semi-linear parabolic problems. The work of Chrysafinos and Hou [11] seems to be 
the first one to discuss this matter, which provides a general framework through 
the theory developed by Brezzi et al. [8]. However, their work concerns with the 
finite element analysis only, the existence of a regular solution to the related par­
tial differential equations is simply assumed. Additional efforts are made to put 
our analysis within the framework and work it out. 
• As for the semi-discrete approximations in the time variable, the usual techniques 
for linear parabolic equations and Navier-Stokes equations, mainly to get some 
kind of stability results for the approximated solutions, do not work for the forced 
Fisher's equation . A monotone sequence iteration method is used to derive some 
discrete maximum principles to overcome the difficulty. 
• Our fully discrete approximations analysis under the minimal regularity assump­
tions seems new in the literature. Various efforts are made in order to apply the 
theory developed by Brezzi et al. [8] and the results of our semi-discrete finite 
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element approximations. It also provides a possible systematic approach for the 
numerical analysis on a class of nonlinear optimal control problems. 
This chapter is organized as follows. In §3.2. we derive semi-discrete error estimates 
for the finite element approximations under the minimal regularity of the solution. In 
§3.3. we prove the convergence of a backward Euler scheme of the approximations in 
the time variable and derive the error estimates. In §3.4. we describe the scheme of 
fully discrete approximations and prove its convergence. Some illustrative numerical 
experiments are presented in §3.5 . 
3.2 Semi-discrete approximation in the space variables 
In this section, we consider the semi-discrete finite element approximation of the 
forced Fisher's equation under the minimal regularity of the solutions. We will follow 
the approach by Chrysafinos and Hou [11] about the semi-discrete approximations in the 
spatial variables for a class of semi-linear parabolic equations. In §3.2.1, we briefly quote 
the theory developed by Brezzi et al. [8]; in §3.2.2. some notations and properties of the 
underlying finite element spaces are mentioned: in §3.2.3. for the purpose of convenience 
and completeness, we quote some results from Chrysafinos and Hou [11] on the semi-
discrete finite element analysis for the linear parabolic equations under the minimal 
regularity assumptions: §3.2.4 is about the convergence results and error estimates. 
3.2.1 Quotation of results concerning the approximation of a class of non­
linear problems. 
The results of Brezzi et al. [8] imply that under certain hypothesis, the errors of 
approximations of solutions of certain nonlinear problem is basically the same as the 
errors of approximations of solutions of related linear problems. We state the relevant 
results here. 
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Consider the following type of nonlinear problems: for a given A G A, we seek a 
•0 G X such that 
w + TQ{ A . v ) = 0 .  ( 3 . 2 )  
where T G £(3^: <Y), £ is a C 2  mapping from AxX  into X and ^ are Banach spaces, 
and A is a compact interval of R. We say that {(A, |/>(A)) : A € A} is a branch of solutions 
of (3.2) if A —• xp(A) is a continuous function from A into X such that (3.2) holds. The 
branch is called a regular branch if we also have that ip + TÇ^(A, V) is an isomorphism 
from X into X for all A G A. Here, •) denotes the Fréchet derivative of Ç(-, •) with 
respect to the second argument. We assume that there exists another Banach space Z, 
contained in y, with continuous imbedding, such that 
G*(A. i p )  G C(X;  2 )  V A G A and tp G X. (3.3) 
Approximations are defined by introducing a subspace Xh C X and an approximating 
operator Th G C(y; Xh). Then, given A G A. we seek il)h G Xh such that 
V h  + ThG(A. V h )  = 0. (3.4) 
Concerning the linear operator T h .  we assume the approximation properties 
Jim||(rfc - T)u\\x = 0 Vujey (3.5) 
and 
limllT" - T\\C(z.jc) = 0. (3.6) 
h— 0 
Note that whenever the imbedding Z C y is compact. (3.6) follows from (3.5) and 
moreover. (3.3) implies that the operator T(/^(A, %/') G C{X\X) is compact. 
We can now state the result of Brezzi et al. [8]. In the statement of the theorem, 
D2G represents any and all second Fréchet derivative of Q. 
Theorem 3.1. Let X and y be Banach spaces and A a compact interval of R. Assume 
that G is a C2 mapping from AxX into y and that D2Q is bounded on all bounded 
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sets of A x X. Assume that (3.3). (3.5) and (3.6) hold and that {ip(A); A 6 A} is a 
branch of regular solutions of (3.2). Then, there exists a neighborhood O of the origin 
in X and. for h < ho small enough, a unique C2 function A —• E Xh such that 
E A} is a branch of regular solutions of (3.4) and iph(A) — ti>(A) E O for all 
A E A. Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0, independent of h and A, such that 
3.2.2 Some notations and properties of the finite element spaces 
In this chapter, we assume that (lis a convex polygon in R2 or a convex polyhedron 
in R3. We use the standard notations (see. e.g. Adams [1]) for the Sobolev spaces 
Hr(Q) and HS(T) for all real numbers r and s, with norms denoted by ||-||r and ||-||s,r, 
respectively. Note that H°(Q) = L'2(Q) and we use ||-||0 for the L2(Q) norm. 
As in Chrysafinos and Hou [11], we let Vh be a family of finite element subspaces of 
HQ{ÇL) with the following approximation properties : 
||^(A) - V(A)||^ < C||(T" - T)G(A, V(A))||% V A E & (3.7) 
• For X =  L 2 (Q)  or H l 0 (Q) ,  
inf ||u — vk\\x -* 0 as h —» 0. Vv E X, (3.8) 
• Vt' € n C+1(f2). -2 < m < k, 
inf Jlr-t/H.! <C/im+2||i;||m+1, 
vhevh 
(3.9) 
• Vu E H m + l ( c t )  N<^+1(n).-i < m < fc. 
inf 
v hçy h  (3.10) 
• Vv E H m + l { Ç l )  n Hl0{Q). 0 < m < k, 
inf f||t;-^||I<C/im||U||m+1, 
u^e V" (3-11) 
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where, we introduce, for real r. the space $5(f2) = //™in(l'r)(fi) equipped with the 
tfmin(i.r)(fi) norm, i.e.. 
Hl0(Q) if r > 1, 
$S(ft) = tfr0(fi) if 1/2 < r < 1. 
H r {Ç l )  ifr < 1/2. 
Moreover. C is a positive constant independent of v and h, and k is a positive integer 
t ha t  i s  u sua l l y  d e t e rmi n ed  by  t he  o rde r  o f  t h e  p i ecewi s e  po lynomia l s  u sed  t o  de f ine  V h .  
We also assume that some of the inverse inequalities for the finite element subspaces 
ho ld .  e . g .  Vv h  6  V h .  
\\v%<Chr-°\\vh\\r. 0 < r < s < 1. (3.12) 
For a detailed discussion of the properties (3.8)—(3.12) and the construction of the finite 
element spaces having these properties, see. e.g.. Ciarlet [12]. 
We denote by P h  the L2(f2) projection from L 2 (Q)  onto V h .  namely, for each v  €  
i-(0). 
{P'lv. wh) = (v. wh) V w h  6 V h .  (3.13) 
Also, the generalized L 2 (Q)  projection Qh : H~ l (Q)  >-*  V h  is defined as: for each v  6 
//-U-Q). 
[QhV .Oh)  =  {v ,Oh)  V< ? h  E Vh. (3.14) 
Then it is known that Qhv = P/,t' whenever v € L2(Çl) and ||P/,u||i < C||y||i for v 6 
H l0(Q) (see Chrysafinos and Hou [11. Proposition 2.1. Theorem 3.3]). 
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3.2.3 Quotation of results concerning the semi-discrete finite element ap­
proximation of linear parabolic equations under the minimal regular­
ity assumptions 
The weak formulation of the linear parabolic problem considered here is: find u € 
W(0, T) such that 
( d t u ( t ) .  à )  + (Vu(£). V<z>) = <£), V0 € Hl0(Çl), a.e. t, 
(3.15) 
(tt(0). z )  =  (u0, z ) .  z  6 L2(fi), 
where / 6 L'2(0,T; H~l(Q)) and u0 € L2(Q) and a.e. t  means for almost all t  e (0, T) .  
Take Vh to be a family of finite element subspaces of HQ{Q) introduced in §3.2.2, the 
semi-discrete finite element approximations of the weak formulation (3.15) are defined 
as : find uh € Hl(0. T; Vh) such that 
(a,%"(().4>") + (V%"(f), V/) = (/((M*). V#" € a.e. (, 
(3.16) 
uA(0) = u£. z € L'\n). 
where UQ is a suitable approximation of u0. 
We now quote two results from Chrysafinos and Hou [11] on the error estimates for 
the semi-discrete solution uh. 
Theorem 3.2. Let u E W(0, T) be the solution of (3.15) and uh be the solution of 
(3.16). Assume that 
lim||it0 — Uq||o = 0. (3.17) 
h—»0 
then for every t E (0. T), 
||u(()-u\()||g+ [ ||Vu(s)- Vu ' l ( s ) \ \ l d s -+Q ash —0. (3.18) 
J o  
I f ,  i n  add i t i on ,  f o r  some  m  E [0, k], 
u  E L2(0. T; tfm+1(fi)) A H l ( 0 ,  T ;  (3.19) 
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and Uq = Phu0, then 
IMO - «"(Olio + /'| |V"(S) -  Vti»(s)||2is 
J0 (3.20) 
— ^  (ll U l l l 2(O.T;Hm+1(n)) l l^tu l l i 2(0.r;//m-1(n))) • 
Theorem 3.3. Let u € W(0. T) be the solution of (3.15) and uh be the solution of 
(3.16). Assume that (3.17) holds. Then 
IIdtU — —» 0 ash —* 0. (3.21) 
I f ,  i n  a d d i t i o n ,  f o r  s o m e  m  6  [0. k], (3.19) holds and Uq = Phuo, then 
|| dtu — 5£tz/l||L2(o.r;//*"-i(n)) 
< Chm ^||u||L2(0.T;/f"l+1(n)) + H^tUll^tO.T;//"—l(n»)-
(3.22) 
3.2.4 Semi-discrete finite element approximations for the forced Fisher's 
equation. 
Recall the weak formulation of the Fisher's equation: find a y € W(0, T) satisfying 
that a.e. t € (0.T], V<p € Hq(Q) 
(idty(t).<j>) + (Vy(i). V < f > )  = (Ay(#)(l - y{t)) + f{t){ 1 -  y ( t ) ) , 4 > ) ,  (u.^u J 
y(x.O) = y0(x). 
Let Vh be a family of finite element subspaces of Hq(CI) introduced in §3.2.2, we define a 
semi-discrete finite element approximation of the weak formulation of (3.23) as follows: 
find a ijh € Hl(Q.T: V'1) such that a.e. t € (0. T\. Vu/, € Vh 
( d t y h { t ) . v h )  + (Vy/,(£). VuZl) = (Ay / l(i)(l -  y h { t ) )  +  f ( t ) {  1 -  y h { t ) ) , v h ) ,  
(o.24J 
(yh(0),uh) = (yo,Uft)-
We first introduce some functional spaces and on which we define some operators 
so that we can recast the forced Fisher's equation and its semi-discrete finite element 
approximations into the general framework of the theory developed by Brezzi et al. [8]. 
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Let us set 
X = L2(0, T: H^Q)) n H l ( 0 ,  T ;  H ' l ( Q ) ) ,  
and 
Fix an 0 < e < 4 such that 
For this fixed e, we set 
and then we set 
y  =  L ' ( 0 . T : H ~ l ( Q ) )  x L2(fi). 
ei = ——— and 9q = 
1 2 - 2 f  4 — e' 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
Z = L2(0.  T; /T1+£l ( f i ) )  x (fi). 
Note that ei is so chosen to guarantee that the imbedding C L6-£(f2) is 
continuous. 
VVe introduce the linear operator T : y —* X to be the solution operator for the 
linear parabolic problem, i.e.. T(/,</0) = y for (/, y0) € y and y € X if and only if 
(%%/((), + (Vi/(<), V^,) = </((), <^> V<* E ^(0), a.e. 
(3.27) 
Let X h  = i/'(0,T; V h ) .  We define the linear operator T h  :  y  — >  X h  to be the 
solution operator for semi-discrete approximation of the linear parabolic problem (3.27), 
i.e.. Th{f, y0) = yh for (/, y0) € y and y 6 Xh if and only if 
( d t y h { t ) i  < P h )  + (Vyh(«), V0lt) = (/(«).0/,) € Vfc, a.e. 
(jfo(0), Vh) = (#o, Vfc) 6 Vfc. 
We define Ç ^ by 
5(f) — (—Aw(l — v) — /( 1 — v), —i/o) V v E X. 
(3.28) 
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Then D v Ç ( v ) w  =  (2Av w  — Aw  +  f w , 0) for all v .  w  6 X .  Also, it is clear that (3.27) and 
(3.28) are equivalent to 
y  +  T Ç ( y )  =  0 (3.29) 
and 
y h + T h Ç ( y t l )  =  0 .  (3.30) 
respectively. 
We are now in a position to state our main result about the convergence for the 
semi-discrete approximations of the solutions of the forced Fisher's equation. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose f e C( 0, T ; L3(f2)); or f € L2( 0, T ; L3+0{Çl)), where 0 > 60 and 
6q is defined in (3.26). Let y € L2(0, T; Hq(Q)) fl HL(0, T; be the solution of 
(3.23). Then, there exists a hQ > 0 such that for all 0 < h < h0, (3.24) has a unique 
solution yh 6 Hl{0, T; Vh) satisfying 
W) -  V h { t ) ||i2(n) + [  ||V(i/(s) - y h { s ) ) \ \ i 2 W d s  
r T  J °  (3.31) + I ||5t(t/(s) — yh(s))\\'H-im ds —> 0 as h —» 0, V t € [0, T], 
J o 
To prove this theorem, we will use Theorem 3.1. Therefore we need several lemmas 
to verify that all the conditions in Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. The first lemma is to show 
that {y(A); A 6 A} is a branch of regular solutions of (3.23) 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose y is a solution of (3.23). then V u G X, there exists a unique 
w € X such that 
w  +  T  D y G { y ) w  =  u .  (3.32) 
Proof. Note that (3.5) is equivalent to Vo 6 #d(^) a e- £ 
( d t { w  -  u ) , d > )  +  (V(u> -  u): Vti>) = (A(l - 2 y ) w  —  f w ,  0), (3.33) 
(w — u)(0) = 0. 
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The first equation of (3.33) can be written as 
(dtw, <{>) + (Vu), V<£) = (dtu, é) + (Vu. V<£) + (A(l - 2y)w - fw, à), (3.34) 
multiplying (3.34) by w, then we have 
Ô^IHI LHW + 
< J  |dtu||tt;| d x  + I  |Vu • Vu;|<£x + / A(1 — 2y ) w 2  d x  
Jn J n Jçi 
< ||dtu||//-i(n)||to||//i(n) + ||Vu||i2(fl)||Vtt'||i2(n) + A||to||22(n) 
+ 2A||y||L4(n)|M|£2(n)|M|i,4(n) 
< Ci(7/)||afu||^-,(n) + î;||Vt/;||i2(n) + C2(ï/)||u||^.(0) +»?||V«;||ia(n) 
+  A I M I i ^ n )  +  +  v \ [  
choosing TJ = £. we have 
• r I M l I î f n )  +  ( I V u ; | | ^ 2 ( n )  <  2 C i { r } ) \ \ d t u \ \ 2 H - i { n )  + 2C2(r/)||u||ii(n) 
dt 
|2 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
+ 2A||to||^2(n) +2C3(77)||y||//(i(n)||'u;||2i2(fi), 
hence, using the Gronwall's inequality, we have the a priori estimate 
M*)lfÈ=(n) ^ \\M0)\\hmexp(J (2A + 2C3||y(s)||'^(n)) ds) 
+ 9(s)exp {2X + 2C3\\y{T)\\2Hilsl])dTjds, 
where g( s )  =  2CX(77)||^u(s)||^._,(n) + 2C2(77)||u(s)||'^(n). Integrating (3.36) from 0 to t 
and using (3.37) again, we can have the a priori estimate for / || Viy(s) | |^2 ( n )  ds. Hence, 
Jo 
using the standard Faedo-Galerkin method and pass the limit in a similar way as in 
Chapter 2, we have the existence of solutions. 
As for the uniqueness, suppose w i .  w - 2  are solutions of (3.33). Setting w = W\ — w2, 
we have V<z> € #J(f2) a.e. t 
( d t w ,  < p )  + (Viu. V(j>) = (A(l - 2y)w - fw, 0), (3.38) 
w ( 0 )  = 0. 
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multiplying (3.38) by w. then we have 
9 ^ I M l L 2 ( f i )  +  ~  ~  f ] w d x  
<  [  ^ (1 -  2y ) w 2  d x  < A||ti7||2.2fQ) 2||t/|U4(n)||ti;||£,2(n)||'Uf||L4(n) (3.39) 
J n 
< A||u;||^2(n) -t- Ci||(/||^(n)ll^lll2(n) + —1|Vu7||^2(rî). 
so we have 
|lMli.(ni + l|Vu>||i»,n) < 2A||u,||i,(n) + 2C,||!,||2„,|[!||Mil.(n,, (3.40) 
using the GronwalFs inequality and noting that w ( 0 )  = 0. we have w  =  0 a.e. in Q  and 
The following lemma is also needed. 3.4. 
Lemma 3.6. I f  f  e  C(0. T; L3(f2)); o r  i f  f  €  L2(0. T ;  L 3 + e ( Q ) ) ,  w h e r e  9  >  d o  a n d  d o  i s  
d e f i n e d  i n  ( 3 . 2 6 ) ,  t h e n  D v G ( v )  €  C ( X ; Z ) .  
Proof. Since DvÇ(v)w = (2Av w  —  Aw  +  f w .  0) for all v .  w  6 X .  then V0 6 /f1-t'($l), we 
have 
a.e. t  6 (0, T ) .  That completes the proof. • 
< CiA||y||L2a«(n)||u,'||L2fl<(n) ||0|| 
where 2/5, is defined in (3.25). So we have 
l|2Ai/u;||tf-i+<i(n) < CiA||y||L23«(n)||to||^2a«(n), (3.42) 
therefore 
||2Ayu;||L2(0,T;//-i+'i(n)) 
(3.43) 
< CiA||y||L4(0,riL2flt(n))||u;||L4(0X.£/2fl<(n)), 
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since the imbeddings X C L'(0. t: L2t3'(Q)) is continuous (see Chrysafinos and Hou [11, 
Lemma 4.2]). so we have 
||2Auu;[|^2(0 7-.h-i+«1((Î)) < CiA||L,||^||U;||^-. (3.44) 
We also have 
/ |Au/||0| dx < A||u'||j;2d«(n)||0||£6-«(n) < (3.45) 
Jçi 
so 
||Aîo||w-i+«l(n) < C2A||u;||/f(i(n), (3.46) 
and hence 
li^tollL2(o.r;//-I+ti(n)) < C2A||w||^2(o.T;^(n)) 5 (3.47) 
Moreover, if / € C(0, T; L3(fi)), then we have 
[ \fw\dx < ||/||£3(n)||iy|ki.(n)||0|k6-< 
JQ < ( f i )  
< C3||/||i,3(n)llu;ll//(}(n)ll^ll//1-M(n)' 
ll/'tyllL2(0.T;//-1+ri(n)) < C3||/||c(0.T;L3(n))||^||L2(0.T;//j(n)) 
< C3||/||c(0.T:i,3(n))||w|U. 
From (3.44). (3.47) and (3.50). we have 
||2AUU> — AW -r fw||L2(o,T;H" l+ t i(n)) 
< CiA||y||^||ty||^- + C2A||^||^ + Csll/llcco.r^nnlMUi 
w h i c h  i m p l i e s  t h a t  D v Q { v )  6  C { X \ Z ) .  
(3.48) 
where = — —. Therefore 
9 - 2e 
ll/wll//-l+«i(n) < C3||/||z,3(fi)||u.'||//(i(f2), (3.49) 
and hence 
(3.50) 
(3.51) 
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If / E Z.2(0. T ; £3+8(fi)). set /z( = ^ . then 9 > 90 implies that < 6 — e and 1 + u 
the imbedding H  1"htl($l) C L ^ ( Q )  is continuous, thus we have 
[  \ f w \ d x  <  ||/||L3+8(n)||a'||L2(n)||0|| 
J fi (3.52) 
S C4||/||^3+fl(fi)||u.'||L2(f2)||ti!)||//l-«,(n), 
and hence we have 
\ \ f w \ \ L 2{0.T-.H~ l ^ U n ) )  ^  C4 11/11 L2 (0-7-.L3+a ( f i)) ||u.'||c(0.r;L2(fi)) 
^ CA 11/11 z,2(o.r;L3+«(n))llu-'IU' 
(3.53) 
and the assertion of the lemma follows from (3.44). (3.47) and (3.53) . • 
Remark 3.7. It seems to us that the assumption that f € L'2(0. T ; L3+S(Q)), S > 0, i s  
not able to be improved. 
Now we give the 
Proof of Theorem 3.4• For fixed A. Lemma 3.5 implies y(A) is a branch of regular solu­
tions of (3.23). By using Lemma 4.2 in Chrysafinos and Hou [11], we can verify that 
G € C2{X-.y) and Q" maps bounded sets of X into bounded sets of y. Also Lemma 3.6 
implies DvQ{v) € C(X\ Z). Moreover, from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3. we have 
Hence all the assumptions in Theorem 3.1 are verified and we can conclude from that 
theorem that there exists a h0 > 0 such that for all 0 < h < ho, (3.24) has a unique 
solution y n  £ H l { 0 . T ;  V h )  satisfying 
lly -  V h IU < C||(T" - T)G{ y )\\x -> o as h - 0, V t € (0,T), (3.56) 
||(T-T")(/,Z/o)IU-->0 as/i-0 (3.54) 
for all (/. ;</o) € and 
||T — Th\\c(z.x) —* 0 as h —• 0. (3.55) 
and (3.31) follows from the definition of ||-||^. • 
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Next, the result for the error estimates for the semi-discrete approximations for the 
forced Fisher's equation is given by the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.8. Suppose f E  C(0. T;£3(fî)); or f E  L2(0. T: L3+9(Çî)), where 6 > &Q and 
60 is defined in (3.26). In addition. If for m E [0. k\, the solution y of (3.23) satisfies 
where C(y) > 0  is a constant depending only on y. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1. the assertion follows immediately after (3.20) in Theorem 3.2 
3.3 Semi-discrete approximations in the time variable 
In this section, we consider the semi-discrete approximations in the time variable for 
the forced Fisher's equation, i.e.. (3.23). by using the backward Euler method. Through­
out this section, A > 0 is a constant, and we assume /(x, t) E L2(0, T: L3(Q)) and / > 0 
a.e. in QT-
In §3.3.1. we briefly describe the scheme for the semi-discrete approximations in the 
time variable; in §3.3.2. a monotone sequence iteration process is constructed in order to 
obtain a kind of maximum principles and thus to show the existence of solutions to the 
scheme; then in §3.3.3 and §3.3.4. the convergence of the scheme and the error estimates 
for the approximations are given respectively. 
y  € L2(0. T .  H m + l ( Q ) )  Pi H [ ( 0 . T :  
then 
l|y(0 - VhWWinn) + f l|V(//(s) - 2//i(s))||jr2(Q) 
rT 
+  /  \ \ d t y ( s )  -  % / i ( s ) ) | | « - i ( n )  d s  <  C ( y ) h  
J o 
and (3.22) in Theorem 3.3. • 
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3.3.1 Description of the scheme 
Let TV be a positive integer. Subdivide the interval [0, T\ into N subintervals with 
e q u a l  l e n g t h  a n d  l e t  k  d e n o t e  t h e  l e n g t h  o f  e a c h  s u b i n t e r v a l ,  n a m e l y ,  k  =  A  t  =  T / N .  
W e  a l s o  l e t  t n  d e n o t e  t h e  s u b d i v i s i o n s  o f  [ 0 .  T ] ,  i . e . .  t n  =  n k ,  w h e r e  0  <  n  <  N .  
Remark 3.9. One could also use an unequal partition for the interval [0, T] and without 
any essential changes, the arguments we used in this section go through similarly. 
The discretization scheme is standard: suppose we begin with the given initial data 
y° = yo(x), then when y°, • • • , yn are available, we solve for yn+l from the following 
problem: find yn+l 6 Hq(Q) such that 
3.3.2 A monotone sequence iteration process 
Here the first issue one needs to address is the existence of the solution of (3.57). In 
order to show this, we use a monotone sequence iteration method. Before going into the 
details, for the convenience of describing the iteration method, we let 6(x, t) = A+/(x, £), 
bn = \ + fn. and let 
With these notations and expressions, the above equation (3.57) can be written as 
(3.57) 
= (At/+l(l - y n + l )  +  f n + l (  1 - t/n+1),0) V0 6 Hl0(Q), 
where 
(3.58) 
F n ( s )  =  k \ s ( l  -  s )  +  k f n + l (  1 - s) + yn, n  =  0 , 1, •  •  •  ,  N .  
(%"+!. 0) + &( V+V0) = (&(!/"+'),0) V0 € ^(0). (3.59) 
Now, our monotone sequence is constructed as follows: first, we set 
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and then given where m, = 0.1,2, • • • , N. we inductively define y"^) 6 Hl0(Q.) to 
be the unique solution of the following weak formulation: 
<c:.r *)+yvc:,,. v»)+(3 60) 
Note that the existence and uniqueness of the solution to (3.60) is guaranteed by the 
Lax-Milgram's theorem, which implies that the sequence y"^1. m = 0,1,2,••• is well 
defined. 
We then obtain some maximum principles for y"^1. the solutions of (3.60) for m = 
0 , 1 .  •  •  •  . N .  
Lemma 3.10. Assume 0 < y" < 1 a.e. in f2. then 
0 = y,^1 < C1 < y("V < - <!/%'< - <1 a.e. in fi. (3.61) 
Proof. First, note from (3.60) for m = 0 that 
+ &(Vy%;\ V0) + + € #&(fi), (3.62) 
taking 
o  = (î/fij1)- = max{-y"1'i'1.0} € H l 0 ( Q )  
in (3.62). we find 
- I K z / m -  ^ | | % : ) _ | | ^  
r (3.63) 
=  J  y n { y ^ l ) - d x  > 0, 
so that (y^j')_ = 0 a.e. in fi, and hence 0 < y"^1 a.e. in fi. 
Secondly, note that 0 < y" < 1 implies 
( L 0 )  +  k ( b n + l . c t > )  >  ( y n  +  k b n + l . 0 )  V0€//'(f2), 0>O, (3.64) 
subtracting (3.64) from (3.62), we have 
- W) +&(?%' - 1), V«6) + - 1),0) = (3.65) 
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for each 0 £ Hq(ÇI), 0 > 0. Taking 
<? = (^"T1 - 1)+ = maxly^1 - 1.0} € J^fi) 
in (3.65), we find 
IItorn1 - IMImn, + *l|V(yft' - l),|li,,n, + k / 6"+i[(^u ' " 'W'AtS 0, (3.66) 
which implies (y[\^1 — 1)+ = 0 a.e. in Q. and hence y^j1 < 1 a.e. in Q. 
Now, assume inductively 
0 < < 1 a.e. in 0. (3.67) 
From (3.60) we find 
0> + k^y^'.Vé) + = (F„(C'i|) + *6"+'d,).#> (3.68) 
for all 0 £ Af(,(n). subtracting (3.60) from (3.68) and setting 
Wm = y(m,1 * C! 1 ) and Wrn-1=^-1) ~ ' 
we have 
<u/m, 0) +  k { V w m .  V0) + Ar(&"+1u;m, 0) = (Fn(y"+ln) - Fn(y(n+)1) + fc&n+1u/m_i, 0) 
for all 0 £ HQ(Q.). From the definition of F„ and induction hypothesis, we find 
&(:C-n) - = 2 k\wm.x (2 - y-\, - y£{) < 0 a.e. in fi, 
therefore we have 
(u/m, <z>) + k ( V w m ,  V0) + k(bn+lwm, 0) < 0 V0 £//o(f2), 0 > 0, (3.69) 
setting 
0 = (wm)+ = max{u;m,0} E tfô(ft), 
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we find 
\\{^m)+\\l2(n) + k\\V{wm)+\\lHQ]+k [ bn+l[(wm)+]2 dx < 0, (3.70) 
J n 
which implies (u/m)+ = 0 a.e. in fi and hence 0 < y^+l < a.e. in fl 
To show < 1 a.e. in Q, we subtract (3.64) from (3.60), using the induction 
hypothesis, we deduce 
<0> -1.4 + *(v(CI„ -1). v#) + /.•Cn+l(Ctu -D'4 
<  ( f . ( C ' )  -  v "  +  w + ' ( C  - ' ) • « >  ( 3 n )  
= - («(C)' - I)2.») <o v»e ffi(fi). 0 > o, 
setting 
0 = (Z/("m|i) ~ 1)+ = maxfo^iu ~~ L°} E H o ( t y '  
similarly as in the above proof, we have (y"^^ — 1)+ = 0 a.e. in Q and hence we have 
y"m+i) < 1 a.e. in Q. That completes the proof of the lemma. • 
Thanks to Lemma 3.10, we now have 
Lemma 3.11. Assume 0 < yn < 1 a.e. in fI. then there exists a solution yn+l of (3.57), 
with 0 < yn+1 <1 a.e. in Q. 
Proof In light of (3.61), we define 
y n + l { x )  =  lim %%'(x), 
m—oc v ' 
which exists for a.e. x. Furthermore, by the Monotone Convergence Theorem, we have 
"1 ^(0)' (3 72) 
Next, setting 4> = 2/"^Id 'n (3.60). we have 
IICI„llî',n) + *IIV!Ci„ll!»m + 
=  f  f  W y X > y % l l t d x  
Jn Jn 
<  [  ( 2 k X  +  2 k f n + l  +  y n )  d x  
Jo. 
< C.mkX + C2(fi)^||/"+1||L,(fi) + C3(f2)|h/||L2(n), 
(3.73) 
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we then deduce that 
sup||ym+1|ltf{,(fi) < C4A + C5 | | /n+1 | |£3 (n )  + C,6||2/"||l2 (q )  < CC. 
m 
Therefore there is a subsequence such that 
yN(M]) yn+l weakly in HQ{Q). (3.74) 
Using (3.74) and (3.72). we can now pass the limits in (3.60) to get 
< p )  +  & ( V % f W )  +  0 )  
=  ( F n ( y n + l )  +  k b n + l y n + l , < t > )  V 0 G  f f j ( f i ) ,  
canceling the term involving 6n+1, we complete the proof. • 
3.3.3 Convergence of the scheme 
We then turn to the convergence of the sequence {*/"} when k, the length of each 
t ime step, tends to zero. For this, for each fixed k (or AT), Vt 6 [(n — \)k, nk], and 
n = 1. • • • . .'V. let us associate to the elements yi, • • • , yN, the following approximation 
functions: 
z k  :  [0. T \  -+ Hl0(n). z k ( t )  =  y \  (3.75) 
and 
wk : [0. T] -> £2(fi). wk(t) =yn + t  ~ ("fc~ 1} V -  t/"'1), (3.76) 
We will give a priori estimates of these functions and then pass to the limit k —» 0. 
Lemma 3.12. 
UlT'lImn, < |0|, n = 0,...,.v- l ,  (3.77) 
N - l  
2 f c £ | | V y " + ' | | | , ( 3 . 7 8 )  
71=0 
N-l 
^llîT'- yll'W» <"*•• (3.79) 
71=0 
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where di depends only on the data, namely. 
d \  —  ||2/°II+  C ( X .  Q ) T  +  ||/|lL2(0,7*;z.3(f2))' (3.80) 
and C(A. f2) is a constant depending only on A and fi , and the measure offl is denoted 
by |fi|. 
Proof. By induction. (3.77) follows from Lemma 3.11. Then taking <p = yn+l in (3.57), 
multiplying both sides of the equation by 2k and then using the identity 
2(a — 6.a) = ||a||2,2(Q) — ||6|||2(n) + ||a — ^Il2,2(n), Va,6 € L2(H), (3.81) 
and noting that 0 < yn+l < 1 and / > 0 a.e. in f2,we have 
hn+1Hl2(n, - m'Uu) + llyn+1 -ynHi=(n, + 2*||VyB+l||2La(n) 
< 2A;A||yn+,||iï(n) — 2fcA^(y"+1)2,yn+1) + 2fc(/n+1,yn+l) 
— 2fc(/7I+1yn+1.yn*M) (3.82) 
< 2fcA|0|+2fc||/n+'||I.,(n,|n|> 
< 2AA|nH-fc||r+'llî.,n, +fc|fî|J < C(A.f!) + ||f+'||i1(n), 
summing the inequality (3.82) for n = 0, • • • .N - 1. we find 
ll^llL(n) + ^2\\yn+l ~ 
n=0 n=0 
N - l  (3.83) 
< + C(A. fi)T + * £ II/"*1 |li-(n|. 
Tl=0 
The lemma is now a consequence of (3.83) and of the result given in the next lemma. • 
Lemma 3.13. Let fn+l be defined by (3.58). Then 
N - l  ,T 
t^iir"iiïw, < / u/wiii>mi<ft- (3.84) 
71=0 "'° 
Proof. By Bochner's, Theorem on vector-valued functions (see Cazenave and Haraux 
[10, proposition 1.4.14]), we have 
ll/""lk.,n, - (3.85) 
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then using Holder's inequality, we obtain 
(3.86) 
then (3.84) follows by summation of these inequalities for n = 0, • • • . N — 1. • 
The following gives another a priori estimate: 
OL! ||yn+1 - vn 
Lemma 3.14. The sum k > 
s11 * 
is bounded independently of k. 
Proof In (3.57). Vo H ^ Q ) ,  we have 
, 0 ) |  <  | a ! , " + ' ( 1  
+  f  | r + ' ( l - ! z " ' ) » | < i x  
r r 
< [|V!/"+l!!i.»(nill0llHil(n)+ / |A«|<fx + / |.T+V|dx 
Jn J n 
< ||V7/"+1||x,2(n)||0||//i)(fî) + CiAII^H^fi) + ll/"+1lk3(fi)ll<P|lL3(fi) 
< ||Vî/rl+1||z,2(n)||çi)||//i|(n) + CiAIMIflifjj) + C,2||/n+1||L3(n)||0||Hi)(n), 
thus 
and hence 
yn + l  -  yn  
H - H  n> 
y n  + 1  _  y n  2  
Now using Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 3.14. we finally have 
n=0 A: ll/z-i(fi) 
N - l  
< C3di + C5TX2 + H/I^o.r^n)), 
(3.87) 
< ||Vy"+l||i,2(n) + C[A + C,2||/n+1||£,3(f2), (3.88) 
:  C a l l +  C s l l f  ( 3 . 8 9 )  
N - l  
< 2C,fc£||V!r1||l=m, + C,X2k + Csk ^||/"+1|li»,n) (3.90) 
n=0 n=0 
where d\ is defined in Lemma 3.12. That completes the proof. 
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Similarly as in Temam [47], we then interpret the above in terms of the approximate 
functions zk and wk defined in (3.75) and (3.76). 
Lemma 3.15. The functions zk and wk remain in a bounded set of L2(0.T\ Ho(fi)) A 
L°°(0. T; L2(Q)); and w'k is bounded in L2(Q.T\ H~l(Q.)) and 
zk — wk —• 0 in L2(0. T; L2(Q)) as k —<• 0. (3.91) 
Proof. The estimations on zk andw& are just interpretations of the first two equations 
of (3.77) and Lemma 3.14: (3.91) is a consequence of the third equation of (3.77) and 
the next identity (for its proof, see Temam [47, Lemma 4.8]): 
f k  N ~ l  1  
ll-fc - "^lk2(o.7U2(fi)) = y ^ (53llyn+1 ~ 2/nH£2(fi)) • (3.92) 
n=0 
• 
We need one more lemma for the passage of the limit: 
Lemma 3.16. 
fn+l -> / in L2(0,T: L?(ft)) as k - 0. (3.93) 
where fn+l is defined as in (3.58). 
Proof. Note that the transformation 
f - r+1 
is a linear averaging mapping in L2(CL T: L3(f2)): this mapping is continuous by Lemma 
3.13 which shows that: 
ll/n+1||L2(o.r.i3(fi)) < ll/"+1lk2(o,r;£:,(fi))-
Therefore we can use density argument only to prove (3.93) in C([0,T]; L3(f2)), which 
is a dense subspace of L2(0, T; £3(f2)); and the proof is elementary and we skip it. (See 
also Cazenave and Haraux [10, page 10, Proposition 1.4.29]). • 
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Now we are ready to pass the limit and prove the convergence of the sequence w k ,  
defined in (3.76) to the solution of Fisher's equation (3.23). 
Theorem 3.17. Suppose that f(x.t) 6 L 2 ( 0 .  T \  L 3 ( Q ) ) .  f  > 0 a.e. in QT, and suppose 
yo(x) G L2(Q). then 
lim wk = y weakly in L2(0. T: Hq( Q ) ) ,  
lim wk = y weak-star in Lx{0.T: £''($!)), (3.94) 
k—o 
lim wk = y in L'2(0. T : L2(Q)), 
where y is a solution of (3.23). 
Proof From Lemma 3.15. we can extract from zk a subsequence zkl such that 
z k l - * y  in L2(0,T; H l 0 ( Q ) )  weakly, 
zkl —• y in L°°(0,T; L2(Q)) weak-star. 
We want to prove that y is a solution of (3.23). 
We can also choose the subsequence ki. so that 
wkl —• ym in L2(0, T; H\[Vl)) weakly. 
wkl —> y. in L3C(0. T\ L2{Q)) weak-star. 
and 
(3.95) 
(3.96) 
in L2(0,T-,H~lm weakly. (3.97) 
From (3.91). we have y = ym. Moreover, from (3.96) and (3.97). we have 
w k l - >  y  in L2(0. T :  L 2 ( Ç l ) ) ,  (3.98) 
by (3.91) again, 
zkl -> y in £2(0,r; L2(Q)). (3.99) 
Note that the equation (3.57) can be rewritten as 
^r {wk{t), o) + (Vzfc(f), V0) 
"•t (3.100) 
=  X { z k { t ) . < t ) )  -  \ { { z k { t ) ) 2 ,  < p )  + i f k ,  < f > )  -  ( f k z k ( t ) , 4 > ) ,  
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where fk is defined by 
f k ( t )  =  f n + l .  n k < t <  ( n  +  l ) k .  n  =  0. • • • , N  -  1. (3.101) 
It is more convenient to rewrite it as an equivalent operator equation: 
j^L + Azk = B(zk,fk), (3.102) 
where A  :  H q( Q )  — *  H ~ l ( Q )  and for any u G Hl0(Q). Au is defined by 
(Au. v) = (Vu. Vu). Vv G ffl0(Q), 
and B  :  H q( Q )  X L3(FI) —» H ~ L ( Ç Î )  and for any u G HL0(ÇÎ), g G L3(Q), B ( u , g )  is defined 
by 
( B ( u , g ) ,  v )  =  A(u, u) - A( u 2 , v )  + (5, v) - (su, u), Vu G #o(Q). 
Since for any u  6 L2(0. T; H l 0 ( Q ) )  fl L°°(0, T ; L2(f2)) and g € L3(fi), we have 
|(B(u.g). y)| < ^Ci||u||t2(n) +C2||u||i2(n)||uj|//^n)^||u||^{n) 
+ (C3||g||£3(n) + C4||(7||£3(n)||u||£2(n)Vf G Hl0(Q), 
hence 
l|S(u. g)||ff-i(n) 
< c(lMk2(fi) + ||u|k2(n)||u||^^n) + IMU3(n) + C4||g||/.3(n)||u||£,2(n)j, 
therefore, from (3.95). (3.99) and Lemma 3.16. we have 
(3.103) 
(3.104) 
B ( z k r f k l )  - >  S ( y , / ) ;  
using (3.97). we can pass the limit in (3.102). and we find 
y' + Ay = B ( y ,  / ) .  
After this, from (3.96) and (3.97). we get 
y(0) = u'fc,(0) = y0(x). 
Thus we have proved that y is a solution of (3.23). • 
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3.3.4 Error estimates for the approximations 
Next we examine the discretization error when the exact solution y is sufficiently 
smooth. More precisely, we assume that 
^ e jC,2(0,T;/fi(fi)), ^€LHo,T,H-1W), (3.105) 
which implies that 
V  E C([0. T ] ;  H q( Q ) )  and ^ 6 C([0. T } ;  L2 ( F I ) ) .  
As a consequence, for v € Hl0{Q). we have 
tf>(Vî/(t),Vu)eC([o,r]). 
1  it=  6  
t »—» (y(^)(i — z/(0)'y) s  C([o.T}). 
therefore 
t~(/(f)(i-y(t).v)eC([o.r]), 
and we have Vf. Vu G H q{ Q ) ,  
(^y(^-v) + (Vy(f), Vu) = <A?y(0(l -  y(f)) + /(0(1 ~ y ( t ) ) -  v ) -  (3.106) 
Hence in the scheme (3.57). we now use 
r + l  =  (3.107) 
The following lemma is a discrete analog of the Gronwall's inequality. 
Lemma 3.18. Let {a„}, {6n} and {c„} be three sequences of positive real numbers such 
that {cn} is monotonically increasing and 
n-l 
ûn +  b n  <  C n  + p ^ a , ,  f o r  n  >  1 and p > 0, (3.108) 
1=0 
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with 
ao + ^ co-
Then, these sequences also satisfy 
an +  bn < C n  e x p ( p n ) .  for n > 0. 
Proof See Girault and Raviart [20. page 176. Lemma 2]. • 
Theorem 3.19. Suppose that y satisfies the regularity conditions (3.105), and suppose 
that y° = y0 6 Hq(Q). Then there exists a constant C(y) > 0 such that 
||y(fn) - t/n|k2(n) + ( k ^ 2 \ \ V y { t n )  - Vyn|||2(n))5 < C ( y ) k .  (3.109) 
" - 71=1 
Proof Now. we define the discretization error by 
8n = y{tn) ~ y".n = 0. • • • , AT 
and define e "  E H ~ l ( Q )  by 
_ ly((n+I).t,). Vi. e 0 < n < N — l. 
Using (3.106) and (3.57). we compute that 9n+l satisfies the equation: 
^((9n+I -0".i') + (V0n+1.Vu) 
=  "  
1  \ — _  — y ( f n + 1 ) . u j  - t -  t / ( f n + l ) .  u j  +  ( V y ( £ n + i ) ,  V u )  
_(g^:.,)_(Vy-.Vu) 
= ( e " . v )  + (At/(tn+1)(l — y(<„+i)) + /(<n+i)(l — y ( t n + 1 ) ) ,  v )  (3.110) 
-(Ayn+1(l-y"+1) + /n+1(l-yn+1).y) 
= (<=". u) 4- A(0"+\ u) - 2A(z,(fn+i)9"+'. u) + 2A((0"+')", w) 
-  ( f ( t n + l ) 9 H + \ v ) .  V u e  Hl0(Q), 0<n<N-l. 
Taking u = 9n+l in (3.110) and using (3.81). we obtain 
\\9n+l\\Uw - IHIWi, + \\en+l-e^l,{n) + 2k\\ve^l\\lHn) 
< 2fc|kn||//-.(n)ir+1||^(n, +2A:Ar+l||2,2(n) + 4fcA|r+I||i3(n) (3.111) 
- 2  k ( f ( t n + l 6 n + \ 9 n + l ) ,  
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using f > 0 a.e. [0. T] x fi and — 2 < 6n < 2. Vn = 0. • • • . N. we have 
- ll5"ll^(o, + lly"+l - n\Un> + 2fc||Vff»+1||ia(n) 
< 2t||6"||^_,(n,ir+'l|^(n, + 2tA|r+'||^, +4QA:A ^ ^  
< 2tC2||E"||^_,(n) +2t||Vg"+'||^ +2tA|r+'||^) +4C.U 
< 2tC2||f"|&_i(n) + 2^||W+'||23(n) + 2A:A||^+'||^^ + 4C.6A 
choosing 77 = ^. then by summing up from 0 to m — 1. where m = 1, • • • , N, and using 
the fact that 0° = 0. we have 
m — 1 m — 1 
IIHIÎ.m, + Dl"1"1 - + 
k T. II ve'"1lli"ro) 
n=0 n=0 
771-1 771-'2 771-1 
< 2k Y, %lk"ll«-',n, + 2t £ A||r+'||lI(n, + Yi 4C|*A 
71=0 71=0 71=0 
+ 2A:A||tfm||ia(n) (3.113) 
771-1 771-2 771—1 
< 2k 53 C2||e"||2„_1(n) + 2k £ A||0"+1|li2(m + 4C,fcA + C3kX 
n=0 n=0 n=0 
m — 1 m — I 
< 2A Yi (C2lltnH«-.,n, +C4A) +2t^An|ii(n,. 
71=0 71=1 
Now, applying Lemma 3.18 with 
G771 = 11$ lli2(nc a o  = 0. 
771- 1 771-1 
6m = £||0"+1 - »°lli--m) + * £ll W'fen,. 6° -
n=0 n=0 
m — 1 
we obtain 
cm — 2k ^ (C^He"!!jj-ijQ) + C4A), Co — 0, 
n=0 
m—1 m —I 
IIHI'i=,nl + Ell6'"1-6"!!!'!") + *£liw+1llî.((1) 
71=0 n=0 
771—1 
< 2k 52 (C2||en||^_l(n, 4- C.,A) exp(A/cm). 
(3.114) 
71=0 
Next, as for the estimate of e". by Taylor's expansion with integral remainder, we 
have 
1 ftn+l d2v ( e n ,  v )  =  - J ^  ( t  -  t n + i ) { — { t ) , v ) d t ,  (3.115) 
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hence 
therefore 
and hence 
1 ftn+l d2v 
H-i(fi) d t ,  
J t n  > d t .  
m-1 
n=0 
cfJy 
dt* L 2 ( 0 .T ;H - l {Ç l ) )  
Then, by combining (3.116) and (3.114). the theorem follows. 
(3.116) 
• 
3.4 Fully discrete approximations 
In this section, we study the numerical analysis of the fully discrete approximations 
of the forced Fisher's equation using finite element method in the spatial variables and 
backward Euler scheme in the time variable under the minimal regularity assumptions. 
Since the numerical analysis for the semi-discrete approximation in the spatial variables 
has been carried out in subsection §3.2.4. most of the efforts in this section are made 
for the analysis of the errors between the semi-discrete finite element solutions and the 
solutions of the fully discrete approximations. 
Throughout this section, for the semi-discrete finite element approximations, we will 
assume that there is given a family of finite dimensional subspaces V/t, h E N, of Hq{Q), 
such that Vh is dense in Hq(Q) and satisfies certain properties discussed before in 
§3.2.2. namely, satisfies (3.8)—(3.12). 
The section is organized as follows: in §3.4.1. we first study the convergence for 
the fully discrete approximations of the linear parabolic equations under the minimal 
regularity assumptions ; in §3.4.2. error estimates for the fully discrete approximations 
of the linear parabolic equations are obtained; in §3.4.3, we then study the convergence 
and error estimates for the fully discrete approximations of the forced Fisher's equation 
under minimal regularity assumptions through the theory developed by Brezzi et al. [8]. 
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3.4.1 Convergence results of the fully discrete approximations of the linear 
parabolic equations 
Let us set 
%  =  L 2 ( 0 ,  T ;  H l 0 ( Q ) )  A H l ( 0 .  T :  H ~ l ( f i ) ) ,  
and 
y  =  l 2( o . T : H ~ l ( n ) )  X  l 2 ( ù ) .  
and for each real parameter h > 0. set 
X h  =  H l ( 0 , T : V h ) .  
Now. let us consider the following weak formulation of the initial boundary value 
problem with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition for the linear parabolic equa­
tion : 
( d t u ( t ) .  à )  +  ( V u ( t ) .  V0) = 4 > )  V0G a.e. t G (0, T], (3.117) 
(u(0).v) = (u0. p) Vw 6 L2(fi). (3.118) 
Define linear operator T : 3^ *—* X as 
T ( / .  u 0 )  =  u  
for (/, UQ) 6 ^ and it € % if and only if u satisfies (3.117)—(3.118). We also define linear 
operator Th : ^ >->• Xh as 
ThU- uo) = 
for (/. Uq) € y and U/, € «Y/, if and only if 
(dtuh{t),<t)h) + (Vuh(<), V<6k) = (f{t),<ph) V>,. € a.e. t  € (0,T], (3.119) 
u,t(0) = tzg, (3.120) 
where u(j 6 V/, is a suitable approximation of u0. 
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Let N be an integer, and let 0 = tQ < ti < • • • < £A- = T be a partition of [0, T\. 
Let Atm = tm — tm-1 be the length for the subinterval tm] for 1 < m < N, and 
At m  =  k  for 1 < m .  <  N .  For this partition of [0. T ] ,  for / E L2(0. T; //-1(fi)), we set 
f m  =  l  [ "  f { t ) d t  V l < m <  < V  
and define function /*(£) on [0. T] such that 
f k  ( 0  |  [ j m —  1  . i m ]  =  I " '  
(3.121) 
(3.122) 
where fm is defined in (3.121). For this real parameter k, we define linear operator 
Th.k : y >-• Xh as 
T n A f - U o )  =  W h . k  
for (/. U0) e y and WHM € Xh if and only if 
,m ...m— 1 / \L — 'it \ (  *  k h  - < P h )  +  ( V u ^ . Y é h )  =  (/".%) V0, e 14, VI < m  <  N ,  
uh — u0' 
[tm — 1 '^rnj 
— fm-l 
« -<' [) VI < m < N, 
(3.123) 
(3.124) 
(3.125) 
where U'q E Vh is a suitable approximation of u0. 
Remark 3.20. /// € L 2 { 0 . T . H  1 (fi)) fl C(0, T .  H  ' ( $ ! ) ) ,  i n s t e a d  o f  d e f i n i n g  f m  a s  i n  
(3.121). we may define 
f m  =  f ( t m ) VI < m < N .  (3.126) 
First, we state our result on the convergence of solutions of the fully approximations 
solution to the semi-discrete finite element solutions as follows. 
Theorem 3.21. Assume that lim||u0 — UqIIo = 0, if lim kh~2 = 0, then h—0 h—0 
lim h—0 ( T h - T h J e ) ( f , u o )  x  =  0 V ( f , u 0 ) e y .  
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Next we turn to prove this theorem. In the sequel, we will use the following notations 
<*(<) = VI <m<N, 
0h.k( t ) = u h { t )  -  w h J t(f) V£ € [0, T], 
W )  =  V l < m < N .  
We also need several lemmas before we can give the proof. 
Lemma 3.22. For 1 < r < N. we have 
IKIlS + £|W - <"'115 + fc£||V<lli < Ck±i\rt I  + ||a°|g. (3.127) 
m=l m =  1 m=l 
Proof. Taking <ph = 2ku™ in (3.123) and using the identity: 
2(a — b.a) = \\a\\20 - ||^ + \\a - 6||g, Va.b 6 L2(fi), (3.128) 
we have 
IKIlo - K''llo + IK - <-'115 + 2A||V<||g < 2*||ril-iKII, 
< Citurii-iiivuao < ck\\r\\u+tiivunis, 
therefore 
(^%(<),<p,) + (v%m,v^) 
=  ( d t ( u h { t )  -  w ™ k ( t ) ) ,  ( f ) k )  +  ( V u h { t )  -  V w ™ k ( t ) ,  V ( p h )  
= [(dtuh{t),<j)h) + (Vu/tU), V<£/,)] - [{dtw™k{t),(j>h) + (Vu£\ V0,,)] 
+ (Vu™ — Vw™k(t), 0/i), V4>h 6 V/t, 
(3.129) 
iKiio - n«rliio + IK - 'ii2 + fciivujriis < (3.130) 
and hence the lemma follows by summing up (3.130) for m = 1,2. • • • , r .  •  
Lemma 3.23. Vt 6 [tr_v tr]. inhere 1 < r < N. we have 
IK*(0II2 + ['iWhMWlds 
Jo 
< c f'wm - Aw;m, ds+ck Tnvur -
Jo m=l 
Proof. First. Yt € £m] and 1 < m < N. we have 
(3.131) 
(3.132) 
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note that 
jn ^ , m —  1 
d t w ™ k ( t )  =  uh ~ «ft k 
and 
„m = „m-l + 
using (3.119) and (3.123). we get 
(s,Ct(i)>/.) + (vC/iW.V0„) 
= (/(<) - r.0-,) + - v<-'.vd,6), V»! e V». 
taking 0/, = 0™k(t), we have 
II^WIIo + l|VÇt(t)||2 
< Cll/M - ril-il|V«i(()||„ + 1- |^|V< - V^-'llollV l^lo (3.134) 
< ^n/(i) - r ii2-, + ('"2^;'):iiv< - v<-'n=+2i,iivçt(()iii 
by taking rj = we obtain 
jt new»:+iiv%(<)ii: 
< c(n/(i) - m2., + ('-^-i)2||v< - v<-'n=), 
integrating with respect to t. we get 
IICtWHo " Il^fc(«m-l)ll2 + f l|VCfc(s)||^S 
^ tm-l ^ 
< c  f  ||/(s) - rill, ds + C||V< - V<-'||g / ds (3.136) 
J t m - i  J t m - l  K  
< c  T ||/(s) - rill, ds + CA:||V< - VtC"1!!2. 
J t m - 1 
Therefore, for any t  6 [tr-i, £ r ] ,  1 <  r  <  N ,  summing up (3.136) for m = 1, 2, • • • , r, we 
have 
IKtWIlii - ll%.«(o)g + fwve^Asnîds h ° ' (3.137) 
< C / ||/(3) - A(s)f_, ds + Ct£||V< -
•*° m=l 
note that &h.k(0) = 0 and hence we have proved the lemma. • 
(3.133) 
(3.135) 
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Lemma 3.24. Vt E [tr_i.£r], where 1 < r < N. we have 
f l|3A.*(s)ll'i,< f'\\ve„As)\\îds + C f ||/(s) - /t(s)||l,ds 
' (3.138) 
+ct^||v<-v<-'||5. 
m=l 
Proof. For t E  [£m-i- fm], I < m < N. V o E  Hl0{Q), from (3.133) and recall the 
definition of the generalized L2(fi) projection Qh defined in (3.14), we have 
( d t 0 ™ k ( t ) .  < p )  =  ( d t 9 ™ k ( t ) .  Q h < t > )  
= -(VCt('), VQtO) + </(i) - /", (?„<») + '~^"-'(V< - Vu™"1, VM, 
therefore 
10,^.(1). <P)I 
< llv%MIW|V(W||o +11/(0 - /"ll-illQ/.^lli 
'~'
m
-'liv».r - v<-'||o!|vq,>||„ 
< c(||V^,«)||o + 11/(1) - rll-1 + - Vu^-'llo)IIQjiMI, 
< c(nv«,::»(i)ii„+ii/(o - r\u + - vf n.)np^n, 
< c(nv«jt(()llo +11/(0 -ril-i + - vfllo)^!!., 
we then deduce that 
liacaoll-, < c(||V%(0||o + ||/(i) - r||_, + î^tluva» - V<-'||„) (3.139) 
and 
ii8.Cj.wii3-, < c(iivfl^(oiis + ii/(o - rill, + - v<-'u§). 
Then similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3.23, the assertion of this lemma follows by 
integrating with respect to t and summing up from m = 1 to r. • 
We also quoted the following two lemmas, see Temam [47, Lemma 4.5, Lemma 4.9, 
page 326-330]. 
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Lemma 3.25. 
Lemma 3.26. 
A - - /  i n  L 2 ( Q . T ; H ' l ( n ) ) ,  a s  k  - *  0 .  
After all these lemmas, we can now give 
Proof of Theorem 3.2L From Lemma 3.23 and Lemma 3.24. i.e. from (3.131) and 
(3.138), Vt G [4-i, (rj- where 1 < r < N. we have 
ll»4.tWllS + /V»*.tMll3<k+ f w u { s ) \ \ l  t d s  J o J o  
< c [ ||/(s) - fk [ s ) ||i, d s  +  CkYUVttf - VuJ-'ll 
Jo rrl 
(3.140) 
using the inverse inequality 
l|v< -  <  C h ~ l IK - V 1 < m  <  N ,  
and using Lemma 3.22, i.e. (3.127). we have 
r  r  
fcDiv-ir-vtc-'iti < cto-2(t-^iirii2_, + Hujiij), (3.141) 
m= l  
therefore 
11^(0112 + fl|V^.fc(s)||^s+ f w d f a M W  U d s  Jo Jo (3.142) 
< c  l l / M  -  A ( s ) | | 2 _ ,  d s  +  C k h - ' ( k  y i / i 2 , ,  +  I K I I 5  
Jo ±3 
From Lemma 3.26. we have 
as k 
from Lemma 3.25, we have 
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from lim||uo — "o'llo = 0. we deduce that there exists an h0 > 0 such that /i—*0 
IMo < Clltiollg V 0 < /i < /i0, 
therefore if lim kh 2 = 0. i.e. A: = o(/i2). then h—O 
lim ( 7 / i  —  T h . k ) { f •  U o )  
Y t t 
= Um (l|6u(i)llo + j[ l|V«»,t(s)||gds+ /  =0,  
that completes the proof. • 
As a consequence from Theorem 3.21 and the results from §3.2.3. we have 
Theorem 3.27. Assume that lim||u0 — Uq||o = 0. if lim kh = 0 ,  then h—*Q /i—»0 
lim /i—«0 ( T - T h , k ) ( f , u o )  x  =  0 V(/,u0)Ey 
Proof. Since from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, we also have 
lim h—0 o T - T h ) ( f , u 0 )  x =  o  V ( f , u o ) e y ,  
using Theorem 3.21. the assertion of the theorem follows by triangle inequality. • 
Remark 3.28. Although using the backward Euler scheme in the time variable for the 
fully discrete approximations, which is known to be unconditionally stable (see, e.g., 
Quarteroni and Valli [42], Thomee [49]), however, the restriction of k = o(hr) in the 
Theorem 3.21 is not able to be removed in the present work. Comparing to the classical 
convergence results and error estimates for the fully discrete approximations to the linear 
parabolic equations in the literature, the restriction, according to the our understanding, 
is attributed to the weaker regularities of the right hand side function f and the initial 
value function UQ (and hence the weaker regularity of the solution). 
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3.4.2 Error estimates of the fully discrete approximations of the linear 
parabolic equations 
In this subsection, we derive the error estimates of the fully discrete approximations 
of the linear parabolic equations (3.117)—(3.118) when / and UQ have higher regulari­
ties. These error estimates are needed for the numerical analysis of the fully discrete 
approximations for the forced Fisher's equation later. 
Recall the notation W(0, T ) .  which is defined as in (2.13), namely, 
W(0,T)  =  {y:  y  6  L 2 (0 ,  T; / f^( f2) )  and  ^  € L 2 (0 ,  T ;  t f " l ( f t ) )} ,  (3 .143)  
it is known (e.g.. see Robinson [43, page 209, Theorem 7.9]) that if UQ E H2(Q) A //q(Q), 
and / 6 W(0, T), then the solution u of (3.117) and (3.118) satisfies 
u  E H \ 0, T; H l 0 ( Q ) )  A /f2(0,T; iT1^)) A L2(0, T \  H 3 { Q ) ) .  (3.144) 
So in this subsection, first, we take 
y  =  W(0, T )  x ( H 2 ( Q )  A Hl0(Cl)), (3.145) 
and we still take 
% = L2(0,T; H l 0 ( ï l ) )  A H l ( 0, T -  (3.146) 
in addition, for real numbers m.l > 0. we introduce the space which is defined as 
X ^  =  H l ( 0 , T ;  H m + l ( Q ) )  n  H l + l ( 0 . T ;  (3.147) 
With the improved regularities, namely. (/, u0) € y, we have the following error 
estimates. 
Theorem 3.29. Assume that lim||Vuo — VUQ||O = 0, then 
lim h.k—'O { %  -  T h M ) ( f ,  u 0 )  x  =  0 V (/, u o )  E y. (3.148) 
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I f ,  i n  a d d i t i o n ,  u  6  X ^  f o r  s o m e  m  6  [ 0 .  ç ]  e n d  /  >  0 ,  a n d  =  P h ( V u o ) ,  t h e n  
lim 
h.fc—>0 
(77, -  T h , k ) ( f . u 0 )  2 x  <  C k l \ \ u \ \ l L .  (3.149) 
where q is a positive integer that is usually determined by the order of the piecewise 
p o l y n o m i a l s  u s e d  t o  d e f i n e  V h .  
Before we can give the proof of Theorem 3.29, we need several lemmas. 
Lemma 3.30. For 2 < r < N. we have 
É miv< - vuj-'ns < ct-di/'ii2., + Y,\\r - /—'il2., + iivu=i@. (3.150) 
m= 1 m=2 
Proof. Set 
C = < - VI < m < N .  
Taking <£/, = 2kQ in (3.123) for m = 1. using the identity (3.128), we have 
2||« + k(\\Vulh\\I - ||Vu°||o + mX) < 2A:||/1||_i||^||i 
< 2C,i||/1||-i||Vfi||o < «H/'llî, + |||V^I|1, 
(3.151) 
therefore 
-tlltilis + 2fc||Vu'J|o + k\\Vt!£ < Cfcll/'lli, + 2fc||Vu£|||, (3.152) 
From (3.123), we also have 
/ f m  —  Cm"1 X 
\ k • + (V^'V<P/l) = (/"' ~ /m"'-V2<m<M (3.153) 
taking <£>/, = 2kÇ™ in (3.153). we have 
iiciio - iiff-'iis+ii<r - ciii+2i-iivcg 
(v .  154  J 
scA-nr-r-'ii-iiivffiic 
< Ck\\r - r-'f-, + «.llVff II2, V2<m<M 
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therefore we obtain 
Ki lo  -  l ier 1  us+nc -  sr ' i io+*nvcr i io  
< Ck\\r - /™-l||l„ V2 < m < N .  
Summing up for m = 2,3, • • • , r, we obtain 
nais - Kilo+£nc - ff-'iis+k £nvciis <c£*ii/m - r-E 
rn=2  m=2  m=2  
From (3.152) and (3.156), we have 
m=l  
I K I I S + s n e i i i i + 2 * i i v u i n = + -  f f - ' n s + A  ^ u v e n s  
m=2 T 
< ct(ii/'ii2_, + £nr - r-'il2-, + iiv<ng). 
m=2 
the lemma then follows. 
dt 
Lemma 3.31. For 2 < r < N, we have 
r  
53ii/m-r"'ii2-,<ct 
m=2 
Proof. Note that for m > 2, 
r  -  = / m -  / ( 'm- l )  +  / (<m- l )  -  / m _ 1  
L2(O.T;//-'(f2)) 
— £  y  ( f { t ) — f ( t m - i ) ) d t + -  f  ( f { t m - i ) — f ( t ) ) d t  
therefore 
ll/™-/™"1! 
-1 
^CsLM^lCir 
+ll, (/ ll£ll„, ,'") ,(i'—-<)U< 
_,4 dt 
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and hence 
l l / m - / m - l l l 2 - i  < c k (  [ t m  
J t m -  i  
<  c k  r  i f  J t m ., 11 d u  
d f  2  ,  ,  f t m ~ l  d f  
— du + 
au -i f f2 4 An-2 "l y (3.161) 
du. 
for any 2 < r  < N .  summing up (3.161). and the assertion of the lemma follows. • 
df 
dt £2(0.T;tf "'(«)) 
Lemma 3.32. V t 6 (0,T], 
f t \ \ f ( s ) - f k { s ) \ \ l i d a < C k  
J o 
Proof. Suppose t 6 (£r_ i. £r) for some 1 < r < N, note that 
[ '  ii/ w -  ame,  f "  n / ( s )  -  mi, d s ,  
Jo  m =l  J t -m- l  
since for s G (im-i,im], 
m
-
r
=uims)-mdt=icsj 'Tuiu)dt' 
therefore, for s  €  ( i m - i - ' m ] ;  
ii/w - riu. < j £ (/* lU, 4 "(s -t))è 
(3.162) 
(3.163) 
(3.164) 
< c&i ( r* 
K J t m  i  
If If d u ) \  I au II-1 / 
squaring both sides of (3.165) and summing up. the lemma then follows. 
(3.165) 
• 
We now give 
Proof of Theorem 3.29. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.21, from Lemma 3.23 
and Lemma 3.24, i.e. from (3.131) and (3.138), Vf E [£r-i, 4]- where 1 < r < N, we 
have 
ll#».*(t)llS+ [ ' \ m , . k ( s ) U l d s +  f w d A M W i i d s  Jo Jo 
< c f'\\f( s )  -  A(S)in, d s  +  Ct£||V< - V< 
J o  m =  l  
m-11 (2  llO' 
(3.166) 
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from Lemmas 3.30, 3.31, and 3.32 respectively, i.e. (3.150), (3.158), and (3.162), respec­
tively. we have 
l|0*.*(Ollo + J\\V6tl.k(s)\\20ds + J'wdtOnAsWU ds 
+ + ) (3.167) 
+càdl( 
W d t W t f i o . T M - H n ) )  
from lim||Vu0 — Vu£||0 = 0, we deduce that there exists an h0 > 0 such that h—0 
I|V«SIIS < CIIVuollS V 0 < ft < ft0, (3.168) 
also, note that 
11/ ||-l < ll/llc(0.T;L2(FÎ))' (3.169) 
therefore, from (3.167). (3.168). and (3.169) we have 
I l f ta ( ( ) l l5+ /  l |V«u(»)||g<fa+ /'IISAi-Wlll, ds 
,  n d f  '  x  ( 3 1 7 0 )  
< Cfc(C»fcb||tl|03.;„.1(n)| + H/llc(O.T;L=(fi)) + ClHV«°llo). 
and hence 
lim /i.A:—*0 {T~h — T~h.k){f• "o) 
= hlim (ll^U)ll^/||V0,,(S)||^S + J = 0, 
that completes the proof. • 
Theorem 3.33. Assume that lim||Vu0 — VUQIIO = 0, then 
lim h.k—0 ( T - T h . k ) ( f , u 0 )  =0 V(/,Uo)ey X  (3.171) 
I f ,  i n  a d d i t i o n ,  u  E X^ for some m E [0, g] and / > 0, and UQ = PIiUQ,  then 
(r-rM)(/.tio) + (3.172) 
where q is a positive integer that is usually determined by the order of the piecewise 
polynomials used to define V'1. 
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Proof. If u E Xlm for some m E [0. q] and / > 0. by induction, in a similar way as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.29. we have 
— Th.k){ f -uo) '^  5 C fcz||u||^. (3.173) 
Then the assertion of the theorem is an easy consequence of (3.173) and Theorem 3.3 
by the triangle inequality. D 
Next, we take Z to be 
Z = (Z2(0 . R ; / / -1 +-£(f i))  N / f^O.r; H ~ l ( Q ) ) )  X  ( /f2 t(f2)n^(f2)) ,  (3.174) 
namely. 
Z = [ L 2 ( 0 , T ; H ~ l m , W ( 0 . T ) ] t  x [L2(f2). (/f2(fi) A//'(fi))]£, (3.175) 
which is the interpolation space of W(0, T) and L2{0, T; 1 (Q)) (see Lions and Magenes 
[34]). where 0 < e < 1. Then from Theorem 3.27 and Theorem 3.33, we have 
Theorem 3.34. Assume that U'Q = PHU0, and k < Ch2. i.e.. k = 0(h2), then 
||(T — Th,k)\\c(z.x) < C{hl + A:2). (3.176) 
and hence 
\\{T ~ %.k)\\c(z.x) = 0, (3.177) h.k—0 
where X is defined in (3.146). and Z is defined as in (3.174). 
Proof First, take any (/. uo) E M = L2(0, T; x L2(fi), from (3.142) in the 
proof of Theorem 3.21. we have 
||('Th — Th_k){f.uo)||^. < C(1 + k h  2)||/|ll2(0,T;//-i(n)) + C k h  2||^||2^^^, (3.178) 
therefore, if k < Ch2. i.e., k = 0(h2). we have 
\\(T -ThM)(f.uQ)\\l <C\\(f,u0)\\2yi. (3.179) 
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On the other hand, from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3. we have 
11(7" ™~ 7h)(/. iio)Hi' — C(llulil2(o,r;//i(fi)) + ' (3.180) 
by a regularity theorem for the solutions of the heat equations (see, e.g.. Evans [13]), we 
have 
IMlL(o.r;ffi(n)) + ll^tulli2(o,T;H-l(n)) — ^11 (/'U°) ll^i < (3.181) 
so actually we have 
||(T-%)(/.uo)|& < C||(/,i/0)g,. (3.182) 
Secondly, we take (f , u 0 )  £  y 2  =  W(0. T )  x (/f2(fi) A HQ { £ 1 ) ) ,  from (3.170) in the 
proof of Theorem 3.29. we have 
11(7/1 — Th.k){f~ uO)II!Y < C^(LL/LLW(O.R) LLuo||^f2(n)n//i|(n))- (3.183) 
On the other hand, from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, we have 
11(7" — 7ft)(/,UO)|Iat 5: Ch2(\\u\\~L2(QTH2(ri)) + ll^ullL2(o.T;i,:i(a)))' (3.184) 
similarly, by a regularity theorem for the solutions of the heat equations (see e.g., Evans 
[13]). we have 
l l u l l i,2(o,r;//2(n)) + ll^ulll2(o.T;L2(n)) — C||(/, Uo)||y2i (3.185) 
so actually we have 
\ \ ( T - T h ) ( f : u o ) \ \ l  <  C h 2 \ \ ( f . u 0 ) \ \ 2 y 2 .  (3.186) 
Finally, we take any (/, u0) € Z, where Z is defined as in (3.174) (or, (3.175)), from 
(3.179) and (3.183), and assume that k < Ch2, i.e., k = 0(h2)\ in addition, from (3.182) 
and (3.186). by using the Sobolev interpolation theorems in the time variable and in the 
spatial variables (see, e.g., Lions and Magenes [34]), we have 
11(7;, - fx < C(A2< + **)||(/,tio)|||. (3.187) 
and hence (3.176) has been proved and (3.177) follows. 
• 
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Remark 3.35. In this theorem, the restriction k = o{h2) (see Remark 3.28) is relaxed a 
little bit to k = 0(h2) due to the higher regularities in the time variable for the functions 
in Z. 
Remark 3.36. Recall the Remark 3.20, if f e L2(0,T, A C{0,T, H~l(Q)), f™ 
is defined as in (3.126), the results obtained in §3.4-1 and §3-4-2 remain true. 
3.4.3 Convergence results and error estimates for the forced Fisher's equa­
tion 
In this subsection, we study the convergence of the fully discrete approximation for 
the forced Fisher's equation. The error estimates of the fully discrete approximations 
are also given. We begin with a brief description of the numerical schemes, then after 
introducing some notations, operators and function spaces, we give our main results. 
3.4.3.1 Description of the schemes of the fully discrete approximations 
of the forced Fisher's equation 
Recall that from previous chapters, if A > 0 is a constant and the given data, y 0 , f  
satisfy 
/ € L2(0.r;L2(fi)) and f> 0 a.e, (3.188) 
and 
y 0  € L 2 ( Q )  and 0 < y0(x) < 1 a.e. in fi, (3.189) 
then there exists a unique solution for the weak formulation of the forced Fisher's equa­
tion: find a y € W(0, T) satisfying that a.e. t 6 (0,T], Vu 6 HQ(Q) 
( d t y ( t ) .  v )  +  ( V y ( t ) ,  Vu) = (Ay(t)(l - y ( t ) )  +  f ( t ) { l  -  y ( t ) ) ,  v )  (u. iyu ) 
y(x,0) = y0(x) 
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Now. for every real number h  >  0. let yo/i be the projection of y0 in V h ,  i.e., yoft G Vh. 
and 
{ y o h , v h )  =  ( y o , v h )  Vti/,6 (3.191) 
Similarly as before, we let AT be an integer, let 0 = t0 < t\ < • • • < tN = T be a partition 
T 
of [0, T] with equal length k. where k = —. We also associate with k and function /, 
the elements /', • • - , /A : 
f m  =  j  [  f i t )  d t .  VI < m < TV. (3.192) 
* -'tm-l 
Remark 3.37. Similarly as in the Remark 3.20, if f is continuous in t G (0, T], we 
define 
f m  =  f { t m )  VI < m < N .  (3.193) 
For every h and k we recursively define a family y™ of elements of m = 0, • • • , N. 
We start with 
y h = y Oh, (3.194) 
and assuming y °  =  y/,(t0) .•  • •  .y ™ ~ 1  = y h { t m - i )  are known, let 
< = C' + (3.195) 
• Scheme 1. we solve for y"1 from the following weak formulation: V Vh G V/,, 
1 
k (3.196) 
= It ~~ wh)dt-vh) + i\ Jt f{t){l-Wh)dt,Vhj-
Scheme 2. If / is continuous in t G (0. T], we solve for yj? from the following 
weak formulation: 
i («  -vr ' ) -»<o+w.^> ( 3 1 9 7 )  
= Of» -<). "/,) + (re - O D U  V H ) .  v»,e  V».  
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3.4.3.2 Some notations 
In the rest of this subsection, we set 
% = W(0, T )  =  L 2 ( 0. T :  H l 0 ( Q)) n H\0, T\ 
y  =  L 2 ( 0 . T : H ~ l ( n ) ) x L 2 ( n ) ,  
and 
Z =  ( L 2 ( 0 .  T ;  H ~ l + 2 ' ( Q ) )  fl i/'(0. T ;  H ~ l ( U ) ) )  x (tf2t(fi) A tf'(fi)) 
for some 0 < e < 1. For the real discretization parameter h > 0, we also set 
=  H l ( 0 .  T  ; V/,). 
As in subsection 3.4.1, we define linear operator T : y X as 
T { g , y 0 )  =  y  
for (g, y 0 )  € iV and y  G  X  if and only if y  satisfies (3.117) and (3.118). We also define 
linear operator Th : y • Xh as 
T h { g , y a )  =  V h  
f or (g ,  y 0 )  6  y and uh € Xh if and only if 
{ d t y h ( t ) .  ( p h )  +  { V y h ( t ) , V < t > h )  =  ( g ( t ) , à f l )  V h ,  a.e. t € (0,7"], (3.198) 
and 
Vh( 0) = È-. (3.199) 
where y^ € V/, is a suitable approximation of y0. 
Moreover, for (g, yQ) 6 y, for the real discretization parameter k, we define function 
g k ( t )  on [0, T ]  such that 
=  9 n ,  
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where 
9 m  =  t  [  9 { t )  d t .  V I  < m <  N .  
K  
- / tm- l  
If g  is also continuous in t  € (0. T], we define = g { t m ) .  We then define linear operator 
Th.k : y Xh as 
Th.ki.9i Vo) — Wh.k 
for (g, yQ) € y and if and only if 
1 
• 
0/1 ) + (V^- V^) = (gm- &,) V4 6 4 Vl<m<M (3.200) 
Vh = Vo- (3.201) 
V l < m < 7 V ,  ( 3 . 2 0 2 )  
where E V/, is a suitable approximation of y0. 
We also define <7 : rf —> ^ by 
5(y) = (—Au(l — u) — /(I — u). — 2/o) V u € <Y. (3.203) 
Then 
D v Ç ( v ) w  =  (2Aw; - Aw + /w, 0) V t\ w E X .  (3.204) 
Also, it is clear that (3.190) is equivalent to 
V  +  T Ç ( y )  =  0, (3.205) 
and either in Scheme 1 or in Scheme 2, i.e.. either (3.196) or (3.197) is equivalent to 
w* + Th,fcg(4) = 0. (3.206) 
3.4.3.3 Results on the convergence and error estimates 
In this subsection, we use the theory by Brezzi et al. [8] to study the convergence 
and error estimates for the fully discrete approximations of the forced Fisher's equation. 
First, we need the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.38. If f E X, then DvÇ(v) E C(X:Z). 
Proof. Note that DvG{v)w = (2Av w  —  X w  +  f w . O )  for all v .  w  E  X .  First, thanks to 
Lemma 3.4, we have 
D v G ( v )  E  c ( x :  L2(0,r;/r1+'2t(fi)) x ( H 2 t ( n ) n H f 0 ( n ) ) y  (3.207) 
Next, for all v, w E X, using Holder's inequality, Sobolev imbedding theorems, and 
the fact that X = W(0. T) » C(0. T: Zr(fi)). we have 
llyu;lk2(o.T;/F-l(n)) — CIMUHU (3.208) 
and 
ll^ll/f'to.ri/f-'cn)) ^ CllulUI^IU. (3.209) 
Then using the interpolation theorem on operators (see Lions and Magenes [34], from 
(3.208) and (3.209). we have 
< C'||u||^||u;||/Y, (3.210) 
which shows that v w  E  C { X \  H c ( 0 .  T :  H ~ l ( Q ) ) .  
If f  E  X .  similarly, we have f  w  E  C ( X ,  H € ( 0 , T ;  H ~ l ( Ç î ) ) ,  and also it is clear that 
w E £{X: Hl(0. T; H~l(Q)). Therefore, we conclude that 
D v Ç ( v )  E  C ( X .  H < ( 0 , T ;  x (//2t(fi) n/^(fi))). (3.211) 
The assertion of the lemma follows from (3.207) and (3.211). • 
Theorem 3.39. Assume y0 E L2(fi), 0 < y0(x) < 1 a.e. in Q, and f € W(0,T ) .  L e t  
y be the solution of (3.190). If lim kh~2 = 0. then there exists a h0 > 0 such that for h — 0  
a l l O  <  h  <  h 0 .  a  s o l u t i o n  y ™  E  H [ ( 0 ,  T  ;  V h )  t o  e i t h e r  (3.196) or (3.197) exists, where 
1 < m < N . And if Wh,k[t) be defined as in (3.202), we have 
lim||y - w/u-IU- -> 0. (3.212) 
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If in addition, y 6 Xlm for some m € [0. ç] and I > 0. and Uq = Phu0. then there exist 
h0 > 0 and k0 > 0 such that V0 < h < h0, and V0 < k < kQ 
lie - ">£111 < C(h2~ + t')|bi|^. (3.213) 
Proof Lemma 3.5 shows that {t/(A); A € A} is a branch of regular solutions of (3.205). 
Lemma 3.38 shows that 
Dvg( v )  e C ( X ; Z ) .  (3.214) 
Theorem 3.34 shows that 
l{m 11(7" - Th^)\\c(z,x) = 0, (3.215) /i.Ar—*0 
Theorem 3.21 shows that; if assuming lim||u0 — "olio = 0, and if lim kh~2 = 0, then h—0 h—0 
lim||(7ït - ThJfe)(/,uo)|U = 0 V(/,u0) 6 y. (3.216) h—0 
Now. we can apply Theorem 3.1 and the (3.212) follows. (3.213) follows from Theorem 
3.33. • 
3.5 Numerical experiment 
In this section, we present some results of the numerical experiments for the unforced 
and forced Fisher's equation. Our code is written in FORTIN 90/95 language and it is 
based on the fully discrete approximations, which uses finite element approximation in 
the spatial variables and the usual ^-scheme approximations in the temporal variable. 
For the finite element approximations, the basis functions are taken to be quadratic 
functions on the local elements. We deliberately do not use some linearization for the 
nonlinear term and the resulting algebraic system of nonlinear equations is solved by 
the Newton's iteration method. The code can be also easily rewritten to solve a class of 
nonlinear parabolic equations. 
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First, the code is used to solve the unforced Fisher's equation with homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary condition for two different initial value functions and two differ­
ent values of A in two-dimensional space. Some of the numerical results are presented 
in §3.5.1 and §3.5.2. The results also numerically verify a well known fact about the 
steady-state solution of the unforced Fisher's equation, which states that if A < AQ, then 
the steady-state solution of the unforced Fisher's equation with homogeneous Dirichlet 
boundary condition is stable; otherwise it has a non-trivial, nonnegative steady-state 
solution. Here. A0 is the smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian operator on $1 with the 
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition (see e.g., Britton [9]). It seems to us that 
such kind of numerical experiments have not been seen in the literature. Then, the code 
is used to solve the initial boundary problem for the forced Fisher's equation with homo­
geneous Dirichlet boundary condition in two-dimensional space. Some of the numerical 
results are presented in §3.5.3 and §3.5.3 . The computed solutions are compared with 
the exact solutions and estimates for the order of error are also given. 
3.5.1 Unforced Fisher's equation: case I 
Here we let Q, = [0,1] x [0.1], we take A = TT2 and A = 4TT2, respectively. In this case, 
we take the initial value function UQ to be 
u o ( x . y )  = sin2(27rx) sin2(27ry). (3.217) 
We consider the following initial boundary value problem for the unforced Fisher's equa­
tion , 
' On 
— - Au = Au(l - u) in QT\ 
< u = 0 on Dr; 
u(x, y, 0) = u0(x, y) = sin(Trx) sin(7ry) in fi; 
Note that if A0 is the smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian operator on fi with the 
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition in this case, then Ao = 2tt2. Then since we 
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have A < A0. we should only have a nontrivial steady-state solution. We computed the 
solution of (3.218) at t = 1 and t = 5 and give the surface plots of the solution and the 
corresponding contour plot below. Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 are for t = 1 and t = 5 
respectively, when taking A = TT2; while Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 are for t = 1 and t = 5 
respectively, when taking A = 4TT2. 
In Figure 3.1. we use h = 0.1 and k = A£ = 0.001 for the plots (a) and (b); we 
use h = 0.05 and k = At = 0.02 for the plots (c) and (d); and we use h = 0.05 
and k = At = 0.001 for the plots (e) and (f). In Figure 3.2. we use h = 0.1 and 
k = At = 0.005 for the plots (a) and (b); we use h = 0.05 and k = At = 0.1 for the 
plots (c) and (d); and we use h = 0.05 and k = At = 0.005 for the plots (e) and (f). 
From the order of the scale for the solution u in the surface plots at t = 5, which is 10-8, 
the solution is almost zero. 
In Figure 3.3. we use h = 0.1 and k = At = 0.001 for the plots (a) and (b); we 
use h — 0.05 and k = At = 0.02 for the plots (c) and (d); and we use h = 0.05 
and k = At = 0.001 for the plots (e) and (f). In Figure 3.4, we use h = 0.1 and 
k = At = 0.005 for the plots (a) and (b): we use h = 0.05 and k = At = 0.1 for the 
plots (c) and (d); and we use h — 0.05 and k = At = 0.005 for the plots (e) and (f). It 
can be seen from the plots that a nontrivial solution exists. 
3.5.2 Unforced Fisher's equation: case II 
Here we still let Q = [0,1] x [0,1]. we take A = TT and A = 4TT2, respectively. In this 
case, we take A = 4TT2. and we take the initial value function u0 to be 
u0 = x(l - x)</(l - ;</), (3.219) 
and consider solving the equations (3.218) 
In Figure 3.5, we use h = 0.1 and k = At = 0.001 for the plots (a) and (b); we 
use h = 0.05 and k = At = 0.02 for the plots (c) and (d); and we use h = 0.05 
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and k = At = 0.001 for the plots (e) and (f). In Figure 3.6, we use h = 0.1 and 
k = At = 0.005 for the plots (a) and (b); we use h = 0.05 and k = At = 0.1 for the 
plots (c) and (d); and we use h = 0.05 and k = At = 0.005 for the plots (e) and (f). 
From the order of the scale for the solution u in the surface plots at t = 5, which is 10~8, 
the solution is almost zero. 
In Figure 3.7. we use h = 0.1 and k = At = 0.001 for the plots (a) and (b); we 
use h = 0.05 and k = At = 0.02 for the plots (c) and (d); and we use h = 0.05 
and k = At = 0.001 for the plots (e) and (f). In Figure 3.8, we use h = 0.1 and 
k = At = 0.005 for the plots (a) and (b); we use h = 0.05 and k = At = 0.1 for the 
plots (c) and (d); and we use h = 0.05 and k = At = 0.005 for the plots (e) and (f). It 
can also be seen from the plots that a nontrivial solution exists. 
3.5.3 Forced Fisher's equation: case I 
Here we let Q = [0,1] x [0.1], we take A = TT2, In this case, we take the initial value 
function uQ to be 
u 0 ( x ,  y )  = ^ sin(7rx) sin(7rr/). (3.220) 
u = sin(7rx) sin(Try). (3.221) 
and 
= ( 2 ^ - Y j u  _  
l  — I t  
where u is the function defined in (3.221). We then consider solving the following initial 
boundary value problem for the forced Fisher's equation . 
' Qa 
— - Au = Au(l — u) + /(I - u) in Qr; 
u = 0 on DT; 
u(x. y .  0) = u Q ( x ,  y )  = ^ sin(Trx) sin(Try) in f2; 
Some of the plots of the computed solution and the exact solution of (3.223) are 
given in Figures 3.9-3.12 for various choices of the discretization parameters h and k. 
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The errors of the fully discrete approximation solution and the estimates of the order 
of the approximation are given in Table 3.1. In the table, pi = ^(e/ii/e/12) ^ ehl &h2 log 2 
L2 errors corresponding to different values of h, i.e., hi and h2, respectively . Similarly, 
PH = ^°^HX^H2\ e/,1, eh2 are Hi errors corresponding to different values of h, i.e.. hx log 2 
and h2, respectively . 
Table 3.1 Numerical experiment, case I: Error 
h t L-j-error PL H1-error PH 
0.2 0.04 0.746007D-3 0.284329D-1 
0.1 0.01 0.993855D-4 2.9080819 0.711007D-2 1.9996256 
0.05 0.0025 0.155314D-4 2.6778475 0.177747D-2 2.0000386 
Table 3.2 Numerical experiment, case II : Error 
h t L2-error PL H1-error PH 
0.2 0.04 0.128635D-3 0.539135D-2 
0.1 0.01 0.162188D-4 2.9875442 0.135759D-2 1.9895987 
0.05 0.0025 0.20317D0-5 2.9969078 0.340005D-3 1.9974200 
3.5.4 Forced Fisher's equation: case II 
Here we let Q = [0.1] x [0,1]. we take A = 7r. I11 this case, we take the initial value 
function u0 to be 
u 0 { x , y )  =  i ( l  -  x ) y ( l  -  y ) ,  (3.224) 
u  =  x ( l  -  x ) y { l  -  y ) .  (3.225) 
and 
/ = + _ Au (3.226) 
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where u is the function defined in (3.225). We then consider solving (3.223). Some of 
the plots of the computed solution and the exact solution of (3.223) are given in Figures 
3.13-3.16 for various choices of the discretization parameters h and k. 
The errors of the fully discrete approximation solution and the estimates of the order 
of the approximation are given in Table 3.2. In the table, pL = ^°^hl^efl2) e/tl) e/i2 are log 2 
L2 errors corresponding to different values of h. i.e.. /it and h2, respectively . Similarly. 
PH = H2^ • ENI- e/,2 are Hi errors corresponding to different values of h, i.e.. hi log 2 
and h2, respectively . 
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Figure 3.1 Surface plot of the computed solution and corresponding contour 
map for the unforced Fisher's equation with A = tt2 and initial 
value (3.217) when T = 1.0. 
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Figure 3.2 Surface plot of the computed solution and corresponding contour 
map for the unforced Fisher's equation with A = tt2 and initial 
value (3.217) when T = 5.0. 
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Figure 3.3 Surface plot of the computed solution and corresponding contour 
map for the unforced Fisher's equation with A = 4tt2 and initial 
value (3.217) when T = 1.0. 
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Figure 3.4 Surface plot of the computed solution and corresponding contour 
map for the unforced Fisher's equation with A = 4tt2 and initial 
value (3.217) when T = 5.0. 
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(e)  ( / )  
Figure 3.5 Surface plot of the computed solution and corresponding contour 
map for the unforced Fisher's equation with A = tt2 and initial 
value (3.219) when T = 1.0. 
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Figure 3.6 Surface plot of the computed solution and corresponding contour 
map for the unforced Fisher's equation with A = 7r2 and initial 
value (3.219) when T = 5.0. 
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Figure 3.7 Surface plot of the computed solution and corresponding contour 
map for the unforced Fisher's equation with A = 4tt2 and initial 
value (3.219) when T =1 .0 .  
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Figure 3.8 Surface plot of the computed solution and corresponding contour 
map for the unforced Fisher's equation with A = 4tt2 and initial 
value (3.219) when T = 5.0. 
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(a) Computed solution (b) Exact solution 
0 01 65 el 0« 83 00 of 91 01 0 01 07 03 04 OS Ql 0? 01 0» 
(c) Comparison, x = 0.5, T = 1 (d) Comparison, y = 0.2, T = 1 
Figure 3.9 Plots of the computed and the exact solution: where T = 1, 
A = 7T2, h  = -, and k  =  —.  
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(a) Computed solution (b) Exact solution 
o  a t  0 3  o i  o «  a s  a *  o r  9 «  e s  
(c) Comparison, x = 0.5, T = 1 (d) Comparison, y = 0.2, T = 1 
Figure 3.10 Plots of the computed and the exact solution: where T = 1,  
A  =  ^ . h  =  l . a n d  f c = ^ .  
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(a) Computed solution (b) Exact solution 
#»rf«OLKOe».i 
(c) Comparison, x = 0.5,7=1 (d) Comparison, y = 0.2, T = 1 
Figure 3.11 Plots of the computed and the exact solution: where T = 1,  
A = **. ft = 1. and k=± 
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(b) Exact solution (a) Computed solution 
; 
• • l 
e Ô  0 *  0 2  0 1  0 «  6 »  9 4  0 '  9 1  0 »  l  %  9 '  6 2  0 3  0 «  6 1  6 #  O f  0 1  O f  1  
(c) Comparison, x = 0.5. T = 1 (d) Comparison, y = 0.2, T = 1 
Figure 3.12 Plots of the computed and the exact solution: where T = 0.01, 
A = *'./, = i, and *=^. 
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(a) Computed solution (b) Exact solution 
PWWwCM41 r 
Q' 63 61 04 0) 01 0? 01 0» 9 >  6 2  0 )  6 4  6 $  6 #  6 7  6 1  6 #  I  
(c) Comparison, x = 0.5. T = 1 (d) Comparison, y = 0.2, T = 1 
Figure 3.13 Plots of the computed and the exact solution: where T = 
A = 8. h  = -, and k  =  —.  
5 25 
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(b) Exact solution (a) Computed solution 
0 01 02 0J »• OS 
(c) Comparison, x = 0.5, T = 1 (d) Comparison, y = 0.2, T = 1 
Figure 3.14 Plots of the computed and the exact solution: where T = 1,  
A = 8, ft = 1, and k = - jL. 
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(a) Computed solution (b) Exact solution 
°o q • u 01 o« 01 3* or oa of ( 
(c) Comparison, x  = 0.5, T  = 1 (d) Comparison, y  = 0.2, T  =  1 
Figure 3.15 Plots of the computed and the exact solution: where T = 1,  
A  =  8 , A  =  l . a n d  t  =  
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(a) Computed solution (b) Exact solution 
o  0 1  c j  o )  c «  o i  o i  o r  o a  o #  0  '  0 3  6 1  0 «  6 5  
(c) Comparison, x  = 0.5, T  = 1 (d) Comparison, y  —  0.2, T  =  1 
Figure 3.16 Plots of the computed and the exact solution: where T = 0.01, 
A = 8. /= = 1. and t = Tl. 
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CHAPTER 4. An Optimal Control Problem Related to the 
Forced Fisher Equation 
As explained in Chapter 2, the force term in the forced Fisher's equation can be 
regarded as an artificially added or deleted population (gene frequency) per spatial unit 
in the habitat per time unit. In this chapter, we consider the problem of controlling such 
a force term in order to match a desired gene frequency profile as closely as possible in 
some sense. Mathematically, this task can be formulated as the following optimal control 
problem: minimize the cost functional 
J ( y ,  u )  =  \  f \ y {x . t ) -  w { x , t ) \ 2 d x d t  +  ^  f  |w(x,i) - f { x , t ) \ 2 d x d t  (4.1) 
-JQT - JQT 
subject to u(x, £) > 0 
'  dy 
- - A y  =  X y ( l  - y )  + u ( x , t ) ( l  -  y )  in Q T ;  
y  = 0 on £t; (4.2) 
y(x,0) = y0(x) in fi, 
and 
u { x , t )  >  0 a.e. in Q T ,  (4.3) 
where w ( x .  t )  is a function of the desired population profile, /(x, t )  is a given function, 
u(x. t) (an artificially added population) is the control variable, and K > 0 is a constant. 
We will give the precise formulation of the control problem in §4.1, and then prove the 
existence of an optimal solution to the control problem; in §4.2, by using the Lagrange 
multiplier principle, the optimality system for the control problem is derived; and then 
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in §4.3, we make some discussions on the numerical approximations of the optimality 
system. 
4.1 The Existence of an Optimal Solution 
Throughout this chapter, we take ^ = W(0. T ) ,  and 
UA = {u :  U € L2(QT): U>0 a.e. in QT}-
Also we suppose that K > 0 is a constant. 
w ( x ,  t )  6 L2(QT) ,  
0 < </o(x) < 1, almost everywhere in Q. 
and 
f ( x , t )  €  U a .  
The precise statement of the optimal control problem for the forced Fisher equation with 
Dirichlet boundary condition is : 
Problem P: Seek an optimal pair (y, u )  £  y  x .  U a  such that (4.1) is minimized subject 
to (4.2). 
Note that (4.2) is understood in the following weak sense: find a y  6 W ( Q , T )  
s a t i s f y i n g  t h a t  a . e .  t  €  ( 0 .  T ] ,  V 0  €  HQ ( Q )  
( d t y { t ) , < f > )  +  ( V y { t ) . V 4 > )  =  { X y { t ) { l - y { t ) )  +  u { t ) { l - y { t ) ) , 4 > ) ,  
* (4.4) 
y(x.O) = y0(x). 
We make the following definitions 
Definition 4.1. A  p a i r  ( y , u )  €  Y  x UQ i s  c a l l e d  a d m i s s i b l e  i f  i t  s a t i s f i e s  (4.4) and 
J (y ,  u )  <  oc.  The  se t  o f  admis s ib l e  pa i r s  i s  deno ted  by  UAD• 
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Definition 4.2. A pair (y, û) € Uad is called a solution to Problem P if 
J { y . û ) =  inf J { y . u ) ,  (y,u)e(/ad 
where J is defined by (4.1). 
The following theorem is about the existence of solutions to the optimal control 
problem. 
Theorem 4.3. There exists a solution (y. û) E y  x UQ to Problem P. 
Proof. The results of the local and global existence of solutions for the forced Fisher 
equation (4.2) in Chapter 2 guarantee that the admissible set UAD is nonempty. Choose 
a sequence (y„, tin) C Uad such that 
lim J ( y n , u n )  = inf J { y , u ) ,  
=° (y.u)eua d  
and V<ji> E for almost every t  € (0.T \ .  
( d t y n ( t ) , < i > )  +  ( V y n ( 0 - V ( p )  =  ( \ x j n ( t ) { l  -  y n ( t ) )  + 1 4 , ( ^ ( 1  -  y n { t ) ) , < t > ) ,  (4.5) 
Z/n(x, 0) = y 0 ( x ) ,  
and {y„} remains bounded in y .  So one can extract a subsequence, still denoted by 
(yn, un) such that 
u n  —
1> Ù  weakly in L r { Q r ) .  
y n  1 y  weakly in y .  
since UQ is a closed convex subnet of L'2(QT)- so we have Û 6 UG. In addition, note that 
^ > L'2(QT), therefore 
y„ -> y strongly in L 2 { Q T ) ,  
hence, similarly as in the previous chapters, we can pass the limit in (4.4) so that 
( . d t y { t ) . ( p )  +  { V y ( t ) ,  V ( j > )  =  ( A y ( f ) ( l  -  y ( t ) )  +  û ( t ) { l  -  y { t ) ) , < j > ) ,  
y(x, 0) = y0(x). 
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Moreover, since the functional J { y , u )  is lower semi-continuous, thus 
liminf J ( y n , u n )  >  J { y . û ) ,  
71—OC 
therefore ( y ,  û )  is a solution to Problem P. • 
4.2 The Optimality System 
Having proved that an optimal solution ( y ,  u )  exists, we now use the Lagrange mul­
tiplier principles to obtain an optimality system of partial differential equations that the 
optimal solution [y, u) and Lagrange multipliers must satisfy. 
4.2.1 Abstract Lagrange Multiplier Principles 
Let y . U  and V  be Banach spaces. J : y  x  U  —» R = Ru {oo} be a functional, 
F : y x U —> V a mapping, and Ug a convex subset of the extremal problem 
J ( y . u )  inf, F ( y , u )  =  0. u e U g .  (4.7) 
As above, the set Uad of admissible pairs is defined by 
Had = {{y.u) e y x U : F{x. u) = 0, J { y , u )  <  oc} , 
and a solution ( y ,  û )  to the problem (4.7) is defined by 
J { y . û )  = inf J ( y , u ) .  
{y.u)eUa d  
The function 
£((*/•«)> M,P) = + ( F ( y , u ) . p )  
is referred to as the Lagrangian of problem (4.7). The scalar /j > 0 and the element 
p € V' are called the Lagrange multipliers. 
We quote a standard abstract Lagrange principle in the following particular form 
(see [19]). 
I l l  
Theorem 4.4. L e t  ( y . û )  £  y  x  U  b e  a  s o l u t i o n  t o  t h e  p r o b l e m  (4.7) for any u 6 Uad, let 
t h e  m a p p i n g  y  — •  J { y . u )  a n d .  y  — *  F ( y , u )  b e  c o n t i n u o u s l y  d i f f e r e n t i a t e  f o r  y  €  0 ( y ) ,  
where O(y) is some neighborhood of the point y. and let the image of y under the mapping 
y  — *  F ' y { y , û ) y  i s  c l o s e d  a n d  h a s  f i n i t e  c o - d i m e n s i o n  i n  V .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  f o r  y  €  0 ( y ) ,  
let the function u —• J{y,u) be convex, the functional J Gateaux differentiate with 
respect to u at the point (y. û). and the mapping u —* F(y,u) continuous from U to V 
a n d  a f f i n e ,  i . e . .  
F { y , a u i  +  (1 -  a ) u 2 )  =  a F { y , u y )  +  (1 -  a ) F { y , u 2 Y ,  V u i , u 2  6 U ,  a  €  R .  (4.8) 
Then there exist Lagrange multipliers fl0 > 0, and p, not vanishing simultaneously, such 
that 
( £ ' y ( y , û , f i , p ) , h ) = 0  (4.9) 
for each h £ y and 
( C ' u { y , û , p . , p ) , u )  >  0, V u e U d - û .  (4.10) 
I f l m F y i y . û )  =  V ,  t h e n  w e  c a n  a s s u m e  t h a t  f i  =  1 in (4.9) and (4.10). 
4.2.2 The weak form of an optimality system 
In this section we apply Theorem 4.4 to Problem P to obtain an optimality system 
of equations. All the other assumptions in the theorem is straightforward to verify except 
the one for taking p. = 1. which is not that trivial, and it is verified by the next lemma: 
Lemma 4.5. l m F y ( y ,  û )  =  V .  w h e r e  
U  = L2(nT), V = L2(0J ;r1(Q))xL2(fi). y = W(0,T), 
U g  =  { u  :  u  E L2{QT); u  > 0 a . e .  i n  QT}, 
and F : y x U —* V is defined as follows: 
F { y , u )  =  -  A y  +  \ y ( y  -  1 )  +  u { y -  l),7oîZ -yo^ • (4.11) 
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Proof. Since V ( y ,  û )  6 Y x UQ .  
F'y{ y >  û )  =  -  Ay  +  X y { 2 y  - 1) + m/, 7, 
therefore, one needs to show that for ( y .  i t )  6 >*x [/g, V ( g , h )  G L2(0. T ; H ~ l ( Q ) )  x L 2 ( Q ) ,  
there exists a y € Y satisfying the following initial boundary value problems: 
dv 
—  -  A y  +  \ { 2 y  -  l ) y  +  û y  = g in Qr; 
7vt/ = 0 on E; (4-12) 
7oy = h  in fi; 
We will use the Fadeo-Galerkin approximation method to show this, and the key is to 
get an â priori estimate. 
Multiplying the first equation of (4.12) by y  and integrating, one gets 
\^\ lyfenj + \\Vy\\i2{n]+ J^ifûdx < A J V2\(l - 2 y ) \ d x  +  J j g y \ d x ,  (4.13) 
since the imbedding L A ( f l )  < — >  H l ( Q )  is continuous, using Holder's inequality, we have 
/  Z f l U  -  - y ) \ d x  <  | | z / I U 2 ( n ) | | j / | | L 4 ( n ) | | l  -  2 ^ | |  £ . 4 ( 0 )  
J  n 
< Ci||y||£2(n)||V]f/||^2(n)||l — 2y||//oi(Q) 
< Cjei||Vt/||^2(n) + ^-Hî/lliîjnjlll ~ 2y|l5/(i(n), (4-14) 
where C\.t\ >0 are some constants, also 
Jjgy\dx < C2t2||\7»||i1(n) + ^ |K-,(ni, (4.15) 
where C2. e2 > 0 are some constants. Combining (4.13). (4.14) and (4.15), choose and 
€2 such that C = 2(1 — AC161 — C2êo) > 0, and note that û > 0 a.e., one has 
f c W y W l n n )  + C||Vy||^2(n) < C,3A)|î/||^a(n)||l -2y\\2Hi{n) + C4||g||^_i(n), (4.16) 
where C3, C4 > 0 are some constants. Integrating from 0 to some t  6 [0, T ] ,  
:i
-
lly(«)llj 
^ Ily(0)lll2(n) + ^3||î/(-s)[Ii.2(n)|| 1 - 2y||^(n)rfs + J ds, 
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since ||z(0)||22(fi) = ||/z||22(n) < oc, g  E L 2 ( 0 . T ;  H ~ l ( n ) )  and y 6 L2(0,  T;HQ(Q)),  
applying GronwalFs inequality, one has 
Ilz/(0lli2(n) < C 5  +  AC5C3||l-2y||2H,(n)exp(^ ||1 - 2 y \ \ 2 H h ( Ç l ) d ù } d s  < oc, (4.18) 
where C5 = Hz/WH^n) + Therefore, we have y E L°°(0,T; L2(fi)), and 
using (4.16) again, we have y  E Z/2(0, T; HQ(ÇI)).  Next, similarly as in the previous 
chapters, passing the limit to the finite dimensional approximation solutions, we know 
that (4.12) has a solution 
y  E L 2 { 0 , T ;  HQ { Q ) )  D L°°(0, T;L2(fi)). (4.19) 
Finally, proceeding as in Chapter 2, we show that 
^EL2(0.T;/Tl(Q)). (4.20) 
From the first equation of (4.12), V0(£) E HQ(Q ), <P ± 0, for t  E [0, T ]  a.e., one has 
dy < (Ay,0)L2(n) + /n|y(A - 2Ay + û)|<f)dx + fn\g<j>\ rfx 
(Ci||Vy||L2(n) + l|gllH-'(n))ll^ll//j(n) 
IMIwj(n) (4.21) 
C2||A — 2A y + w||i.-i(n)||y||/.2(n)||<?>||L-«(n) 
d t  
< 
IHI/fjtfi) 
5 C,1||Vy||L2(n) + ||g||//-t(n) + C3||A - 2Ay + ^||^(^||y||^2^^, 
where C \ ,  C2, C3 > 0 are constants. Therefore, using (4.19), then (4.20) follows, and 
which completes the proof. • 
We then derive the adjoint equation, in the weak form, for the optimal control 
problem. 
Lemma 4.6. Assume that (y, û) Ç.y XUQ i s  a  s o l u t i o n  o f  Problem P, then there exists 
a (p, q) E L2(0, T; H~l(Q)) x L2(Q) such that Vz E ^ 
(Oi — w), z) i2(q t )  + (— — Az + z(2Ay — A + u) ,p) L 7^q T )  +  (70 z, q)i?{ î i )  — 0, (4.22) 
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and 
( û - u j < ( û - f ) + p ( y -  1 ) ) > 0 .  V u e  ( / a .  (4.23) 
Proof. Let Y, UQ ,  U and V be defined as in Lemma 4.5. so V* = £2(0, T; HQ(Q)) X L2(Q). 
We also use the mapping F defined as in (4.11). From Lemma 4.5, the operator Fy : 
y —» V is an isomorphism between the space y and V. and all the other assumptions 
of Theorem 4.4 can be easily checked. Hence we can apply Theorem 4.4 and take /z = 1 
in the Lagrangian of the problem, which has the form: 
4.2.3 The optimality system in the form of a boundary value problem 
With the weak form of the optimality system and the function spaces defined above, 
it is legitimate to use the Green's formula to convert (4.22) and (4.23) into a boundary 
value problem for a system of partial equations. 
Theorem 4.7. Assume that (y,u) € Y xUg is a solution of Problem P, then there exists 
a (p.q) G L'2(0.T; H~l(Q)) x L2(Q) such that (y,îi,p,q) satisfies the following optimality 
system of equations: 
C { y . u , p , q )  = l \ \ y  -  w \ \ 2 L 2 ( Q t )  +  y  J  I I "  -  f \ \ h ( Q T )  
-  A y  +  A ( y 2  —  y ) +  u ( y  -  l),p^ ^  +  (70 y  -  yo, 9 > L 2 ( n )i 
(4.24) 
where ( p . q )  6 V ' .  By (4.9) and (4.10) in Theorem 4.4, the assertion follows. • 
(os) < ~dt+^p = (y~w)+p(2xy~x + u) in (4.25) 
q = 70 v  
u = / + T? SUP(P' °) 
i n  f i ;  
i n  QT .  
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where is the operator of restriction ofp{x. t) to the set t = T. 
Proof. From Lemma 4.23. using the Green's formula, and noting that 
& Z , P ) l h q t )  —  ( 1 t z , 1 T P ) L 2 < S D  ~  { l o z ,  1 T P ) I ? ( Q . )  -  (2. -^T)L2(Qt) 
+  ( A p ,  z )  L 2[QT) + ( l z d n z,'ÏZP) L2{Z) + (/7E2,7S^NP)L.2(E); 
where d n  is the differentiation with respect to the out normal to the boundary of fi. 
From (4.22). the assertion will follow (the last equation in the system follows by a 
4.3 Discussions About the Numerical Approximations of the 
The numerical schemes for the approximations of the optimality system of the op­
timal control problem can be defined in a straight forward manner (for example, one 
could have a fully discrete scheme using the finite element approximations in the spatial 
variables and the backward Euler scheme in the temporal variable, and then using a gra­
dient method to solve the optimality system). However, the numerical analysis for the 
approximations is difficult. Our approach is that we introduce an auxiliary regularized 
problem and study the approximations of the regularized problem. For e > 0, consider 
a C1 regularization function for the function $>(w) = sup(w, 0). If we rewrite the 
last equation of system (OS) as 
similar argument as in Lions [33, page 28]). • 
Optimality System 
U t  =  f +  1  K V t $ i ( P i ) - (4.27) 
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(OS), 
and then replace y  by y t ,  p  by pe, u  by u t  in the rest equations of system (OS) and 
eliminate ut by using (4.27). we can get the regularized optimality system as follows 
- AYT  = (Ay£ + /)(1 - yt) + £(1 - yt)%(pt) in QT;  
y (  = 0 on Er; 
Z/e(x, 0) = y0(x) in fi; 
dj) 
+ Apt = (y< — u;) + pf ( 2 X y e  — A + / + ^^-0((pj) in Qt; 
p< = 0 on £; 
p£(x, T) = 0 in fi. 
By introducing suitable functional spaces and operators defined on those spaces, one 
can write the above systems (OS) and (OS)t in terms of the operators. Next, for real 
parameters h, k > 0. we can consider the fully discrete approximations of system (OS)£, 
which we denote it by system (OS)^'fc. By doing so, we can recast the problem into 
the framework so that the theory developed by Brezzi et al. [8] can be applied. If we 
let (y.p.u), (y(,p£,ut). and (yf/a\p'u.'u'a') be the solution of the systems (OS), (OS)t, 
and (OS)^'k respectively, using the results in Chapter 3, it is possible to estimate the 
error of the numerical approximations to the regularized control problem, namely, to 
estimate ||(</t.pe. ut) — (y'u\p'a\ u'a')||s- where 5 is a suitable Banach space and ||-||s is 
a norm defined on S. However, the estimates on ||(y,p,u) — (yt, pt, iic)||s. namely, the 
error estimates of the solutions of the regularized control problem remain open. The 
task is difficult and it involves further analysis from the theories of the systems of partial 
differential equations. The research of this subject is beyond the scope of the work in 
this dissertation and might be a future plan of study, but, is beyond the scope of the 
work in this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 5. Discussions and Plan of Future Work 
In this chapter, we make some discussions on the results of the present work and the 
plan for possible future work. 
• Mathematical analysis of the forced Fisher equation. In the present work 
on the mathematical analysis of the forced Fisher's equation, only the initial and 
boundary problem of the forced Fisher's equation with the homogeneous Dirichlet 
boundary condition is discussed. With the homogeneous Neumann condition, the 
local and global existence of solutions can be obtained similarly as in the present 
work without any difficulty. However, for the nonhomogeneous boundary condi­
tions. the situation is different. Further more subtle analysis is needed in order to 
obtain the necessary maximum principles on the solutions and thus to obtain the 
global existence results. 
• Numerical analysis of the forced Fisher equation. In the present work on 
the numerical analysis for the fully discrete approximation of the forced Fisher's 
equation under the minimal regularity assumptions, we have the restriction on the 
approximation parameters, namely, k = Ai = o(h2), when we discuss the approx­
imation on the linear parabolic equations (see Remark 3.28). Also we have some 
other conditions on the forcing term / (see Remark 3.7). So our first question is 
that if one can relax these conditions and improve our numerical analysis. Another 
issue is that in the present implementation of our algorithm, we solve a nonlinear 
algebraic system of equation using the Newton's iteration method, which may be 
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costive and not efficient. One of our concerns is if we can use some lineariza­
tion methods on the nonlinear terms to obtain a more efficient scheme and if the 
scheme is convergent and converges fast enough. The implementation for the new 
algorithm seems not difficult to us. however, as for the theoretical analysis on the 
convergence and error estimates of the approximation solutions, father efforts need 
to be made. 
• Related optimal control problem. In the present work, we only discuss some 
kind of the combination of the distributed and coefficient optimal control problem 
with the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition for the forced Fisher's equa­
tion. Actually, there is many more interesting and challenging work for the control 
problems related to this forced Fisher's equation. For example, the boundary con­
trol problem with various boundary conditions; the controllability of the system; 
the feedback control problems (namely, based on the observation of the gene dis­
tribution, we impose a control and adjust it accordingly to obtain the desired 
distribution); and even more, extensions of our work on the deterministic model 
to include the stochastic phenomena and study the stochastic control problem. 
• Numerical analysis of the optimal control problem. As for the numerical 
analysis of the optimal control problem with the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary 
condition, the forced Fisher's equation solver written by us can be used to solve 
the optimality system derived in 4 and carry out some numerical experiments. 
For the convergence and error estimates for the approximation of the control prob­
lem, we found that, although the work of Gunzburger and Hou [21] does not include 
any time-dependent examples and the control sets for the steady-state examples 
are assumed to be the entire of some Banach spaces in the examples, it still pro­
vides a possible general framework for the finite dimensional approximation of a 
class of nonlinear control problem through the theory developed by Brezzi et al. 
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[8]. In our case, the control set is only a closed convex subset of L2(fi) and in the 
optimality system (OS), the control u is taken to be 
u  =  f + ^  sup(p(l - y ) ,  0). 
Thus, we need to define another approximation system and need further results for 
the system of partial differential equations. With the results for the fully discrete 
approximations for the linear parabolic equations under the minimal regularity 
assumptions obtained in chapter 3, further work on this subject is under way. 
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